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Abstract

Novel photovoltaics: an introduction to basic characterization

by

Jeremy D. Olson

Through simulation and experimental devices, we show three means to achieve solar

power via very low cost techniques and find parameters important to optimize power

efficiency. For the case of luminescent solar concentrators, highly photoluminescent

materials with emission in the near-IR must be used. We show that LSC’s should

provide an affordable route to solar energy with a realistic set of material properties.

For blended CdSe nanocrystal/P3HT thin films, we have show that the mor-

phology depends mostly upon material preparation and device processing, and that the

phase separation is dominated by the nanocrystal ligand population. Controlling this

morphology is expected to be challenging, and, given the limits of the exciton diffu-

sion length and typical large-scale phase separation, this technology will be difficult to

develop into a product using CdSe nanodots.

We also show that sintered CdTe nanocrystals behave like traditional inorganic

Schottky diodes. We find improved optical density accompanying the grain growth that

occurs with high temperature exposure to CdCl2, providing an additional mechanism

for improvement in our films and the established CdS/CdTe solar cell films. We also

discuss evidence for a cadmium-rich conducting layer formed at the grain boundaries.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Why Solar?

The global demand for energy is rising every year. Although scientists have

provided many alternative energy solutions, the dominant source of electricity today

comes from coal and oil because they are cheap, energy dense, and available nearly

everywhere. Coal and oil are, however, filthy technologies when their energy is harvested

on the cheap, and our supply of coal and oil is finite. What’s more, by burning coal

and oil, we are extracting carbon that has been trapped in the Earth’s crust for millions

of years and stuffing it in one geologic instant into the atmosphere.1 The atmospheric

carbon content is, in all likelihood, the cause of global warming, and the ultimate

consequences of continuing to change the atmosphere are largely unforeseeable and

irreversible.
1This doesn’t actually need to be so. Clean coal technology recovers the CO2 and pumps it back

into the Earth’s crust, but clean coal is not in wide use for the same reason solar isn’t in wide use: it’s
expensive.
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Solar energy offers one particularly elegant solution to growing energy de-

mands. Most renewable energies ultimately get their energy from the sun; actually,

it’s hard to imagine a source of energy, renewable or otherwise, we could use that do

not originate from the sun.2 Coal is organic material created by photosynthesis and

stored underground for millions of years. Oil is also organic material stored for millions

of years—essentially the result photosynthesis. So as these resources become depleted,

it seems natural that we would turn to direct harvesting of solar energy. Sunlight is

plentiful, free, and contains a breathtaking amount of energy. For example, California

used 270 Terra-watt hours in 2007 [98]. According to a California Energy Commission

report, if commercial buildings were paneled with moderate efficiency (10%) solar pan-

els, over 100 TWh would be generated annually. If solar panels were placed everywhere

practical, we would generate 100 TWh every day. [79]

The trouble with solar energy is the cost. Silicon photovoltaics cost around

three dollars per watt, and this price cannot be reduced by simply scaling up production;

the bulk of silicon photovoltaics are made from refined silicon scrap [76]. To find a

more cost effective solution to our energy problem, here we research luminescent solar

concentrators and thin-film solar cells based on polymers and inorganic nanocrystals.
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Figure 1.1: Possible cost and efficiency distributions of first, second, and third generation
solar cells.

1.2 Materials

Photovoltaics (PV) are often categorized into first, second, and third gen-

eration by their materials. Figure 1.1 roughly depicts projected cost and efficiency

possibilities for first, second, and third generation solar cells. First generation solar

cells are based on crystalline silicon, and currently dominate the PV market. Second

generation solar cells are usually defined as thin-film cells, including amorphous silicon

(a-Si), cadmium telluride (CdTe), and cadmium indium gallium selenide (CIGS). Of

those three, a-Si is by far the dominant technology in production. CIGS solar cells have
2Tidal energy and nuclear energy are two examples of energy sources that don’t originate from our

sun.
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the highest laboratory efficiencies [66], but are not commercially available at the time of

writing. First Solar, a CdTe solar panel manufacturer, has claimed to have the cheapest

production cost per watt as of 2009 [81].

There are a few definitions of what qualifies as a third generation solar cell.

Figure 1.1 suggests that the proper definition of a third-generation photovoltaic tech-

nology should be, “a low cost, high efficiency technology capable of surpassing the

Shockley-Queisser limit.” (The Shockley-Queisser limit will be described below in 1.3.)

However, frequently this definition is relaxed to include any extremely low-cost solar

technology even if the Shockley-Queisser limit cannot be surpassed. In effect, the classi-

fication of third or second generation solar cells becomes largely material dependent, so

dye-sensitized solar cells, polymer-based solar cells, or nanocrystal solar cells are usu-

ally referred to as third generation. At the time of writing, the record efficiency for a

third generation solar cell stands at 11%, achieved by Chiba et al. [16], but progress is

being made quickly using polymers. The Alan Heeger group at UC Santa Barbara has

produced a 6.5% efficient device using thin-films of polymers. [43]

In this research, we study third-generation solar cells using the more loose,

material-based definition. So before discussing the details of photovoltaic devices, we’ll

discuss the properties of the materials studied: nanocrystals, polymers, and thin inor-

ganic films.
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1.2.1 Energy bands

Semiconductors, metals, and insulators are not fundamentally different from

each other; the size of the bandgap (Eg), carrier concentration (ne− or nh+) and posi-

tion of the fermi level (Ef ) will determine which category a given material fits into, and

all three types of materials are useful in photovoltaics, either as photoactive absorbers,

contacts, or tunneling barriers. Since we are mostly interested in the photoactive ab-

sorber, we’ll consider the properties of semiconductors and how a polymer can act as a

semiconductor.

Figure 1.2: Standard energy band structure for an intrinsic semiconductor. Occupied
states are shaded red.
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The position of the fermi energy in the bandgap determines the semiconductor

type; n-type semiconductors have more free electrons than holes, and vice versa for

p-type semiconductors. At absolute zero temperature, all electrons will seek the lowest

available energy state, and the energy states below Ef will be fully occupied while those

above are completely empty. At finite temperature, the occupation of states will obey

the Fermi-Dirac distribution

f(E) =
1

e(E−Ef )/kBT + 1

The actual populations of free carriers will be the product of the electronic den-

sity of states and the Fermi distribution. (g(E) · f(E)) Energy levels in semiconductors

are reported relative to vacuum...typical Ef are around 5eV lower than vacuum, and

Eg of interest are around usually between one and two eV. The large band of energies

above Ef is known as the conduction band, and those below are known as the valence

band. The mechanism for their formation is a consequence of the symmetry caused by

having an extended crystalline structure as described in [86]. Any deviation from this

perfect crystal will have some consequence in the energy-band structure. Grain bound-

aries, for example, introduce local barriers in the energy band. [14] It is no coincidence

that monocrystalline solar cells have the best electrical transport! Second and third

generation photovoltaics are primarily concerned with reducing the cost of production,

and the crystallinity of the materials used is inferior to refined silicon.

Semiconducting polymers have a similar energy structure and a similar set

of parameters. A polymer is, essentially, a one-dimensional crystal of carbon atoms.

6



We’ll consider a simple chain of carbon atoms. (See figure 1.3.) Each carbon atom

has four unbound electrons—two in the p-orbitals and two in s-orbitals.3 Two of these

electrons will bond with adjacent carbon atoms in linear σ–bonds, and another will

σ–bond will form with a hydrogen ion not pictured. The remaining unpaired electron

is in a p-orbital, extending perpendicular to the polymer backbone.

These p-orbital electrons will form π-bonds. Two electrons are needed to form

a π-bond, but only one electron is available per carbon atom, so the carbon chain will

be alternately singly and doubly bonded. The alternating bonds form a π energy band

that extends the full length of the polymer chain, often thousands of repeat units, or

hundreds of nanometers. The extended π-bonding gives the electrons an extended region

to delocalize and provides some torsional stability to the polymer.

The p-orbitals contain a spin-up state and a spin-down stated. When the π-

band forms, the number of states is conserved. A low energy π-band from bonding

molecular orbitals, and a higher energy π∗-band forms from the anti-bonding orbitals.

These two bands are more frequently called the HOMO (highest occupied molecular

orbital) and LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital).

A polymer with this alternate single/double bonding is known is known as a

conjugated polymer, or sometimes co-polymer. By adding different sidegroups, repeat

units, or adsorbed ions, the energy gap, carrier concentration, and fermi energy can all

be adjusted such that the material can act as a metal, insulator, or semiconductor [37].

Polyacetylene is the simplest of these polymers, but the structure of the repeat units
3Actually, the electrons for carbon atoms wind up forming s-p hybrid orbitals, but that level of detail

is unnecessary for this discussion.
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can become very complex. Fullerenes are also used in organic photovoltaics as they

contain this alternate singly/doubly bound carbon ion pattern.

Figure 1.3: π-bonding in a chain of carbon atoms. The remaining three orbital electrons
are used in σ-bonds to adjacent carbon atoms and one additional atom (not shown).
This is the chemical structure of polyacetylene, the simplest conjugated polymer.

1.2.2 Differences between inorganic and organic semiconductors

Inorganic and organic semiconductors have different behaviors not because the

physics are dramatically different, but because the associated parameters are different.

We’ll consider first the exciton binding energy. When a photon is absorbed, it excites

an electron into the conduction band/LUMO and leaves a hole behind in the valence

band/HOMO. Since these particles are oppositely charged, they are attracted to each

other, so some energy is required to physically separate the two. This energy is known as

the exciton binding energy. For inorganic semiconductors, the polarizability is relatively

large, so the electron binding energy is quite small—around 24meV for CdTe [72]. Since

this is less than the available thermal energy, the exciton becomes unbound as soon as

the photon is absorbed, and free carriers result from photon absorption.
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Figure 1.4: Exciton splitting and resulting transport in polymer-based photovoltaics.
Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) poly(styrenesulfaonate) (PEDOT) is frequently used
to inhibit electron-hole recombination in the transparent conducting oxide (TCO) layer.

In contrast, polymers have a much higher exciton binding energy of 200meV,

so when a photon is absorbed, the exciton remains bound. It is for this reason that

polymer-based photovoltaics always contain more than one semiconducting material.

Examine figure 1.4. Ideally, one material’s LUMO and HOMO levels should be closer

to vacuum than the other’s. With this electronic structure, it becomes favorable for

the exciton to split, as the electron can relax into the low LUMO.4 The labels ‘donor’

and ‘acceptor’ depend upon which phase donated or accepted the electron; the material

with the energy levels closest to vacuum should be the donor. The structure of these

devices will be discussed in greater detail in 3.1.
4Typically these materials are chosen with similar Eg so that the HOMO of the donor will also be

closer to vacuum than the acceptor’s HOMO. So it is equally valid to argue that the exciton splits so
the hole can relax into the donor’s HOMO. The preferred picture depends upon which phase absorbed
the photon.
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There are two dominant mechanisms for exciton diffusion: Förster and Dexter

energy transfer. Förster energy transfer is caused by the dipole-dipole interaction, and

therefore depends upon R−6, where R is the exciton hopping distance. Dexter energy

transfer results from tunneling, and therefore depends upon e−R. These mechanisms

occur on timescales similar to the exciton lifetime, so the exciton diffusion length is only

a few hopping distances—typically 5–10nm.

Mobilities for polymers are much smaller than for inorganic materials. This is

partially due to material disorder, partially due to crystal anisotropy, and partially due

to the polymer’s flexibility. For example, the hole mobility (µh) is given by

µh =
q · τh
m∗h

m∗h is the hole’s effective mass, and τhis the average scattering time for holes.

[30]5

First, we’ll compare factors that affect τh. For semiconductors, variations in

the crystal structure will be crystal defects and grain boundaries, with grain boundaries

acting as much larger energetic barriers than defects given small grains. [14] The typical

monocrystalline domain sizes for CdTe are only around 50nm [11], but grain sizes can

be grown to be the full thickness of the CdTe film or a significant fraction thereof. Since

the crystal has symmetry along three axis, there will be little axial dependence to the

transport, and τh will mostly depend upon grain size.

Polymers have much shorter scattering times (τh). Poly 3-hexylthiophene

(P3HT) is one conjugated polymer in widespread use. Over short distances, the rigidity
5This discussion is limited to holes, but the electron transport discussion is exactly the same.
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from the π–bonding and the planarity of the monomer’s structure allow the polymer

to crystallize, providing good transport. Over long distances, however, the polymers

are disordered, so the P3HT crystallite size tends to be only around 10nm [80, 101].

Additionally, conjugated polymers will have a large axial mobility dependence [80]. It

is much easier for carriers to travel along a chain than it is to hop from one chain to

another. P3HT tends to align perpendicular to the desired transport direction, so car-

riers must hop from chain to chain in order to cross the thickness of the film, making

τh much smaller than in crystalline semiconductors.

The polymer’s flexibility is typically cited as the main reason for the large m∗h

typically measured in polymers. Rigid inorganic structures have chemical bonds in each

axial direction, while even ‘crystalline’ polymers have no inter-chain bonds. When a

carrier is excited, the lattice will distort because of unscreened coulomb interactions.

These lattice distortions and their accompanying charge carriers are known as polarons.

The charge carrier must drag it’s lattice distortion along with it as it moves, so the

effective mass of the charge becomes large, and therefore the mobilities are low. Charges

in crystalline materials also form polarons, but their effect is assumed to be smaller due

to the inherent rigidity of the inorganic lattice.

In P3HT, the hole mobilities have been measured around 3.8 ·10−4cm2V −1s−1.

[5] Measured electron mobilities are more challenging to measure since P3HT is p-type,

but most researchers agree that the electron mobility is smaller than the hole mobility.

These low mobilities mandate that polymer photovoltaics be quite thin so charge carriers

can be extracted quickly—a few hundred nanometers thick at most.
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1.2.3 Carrier concentrations, dopants, and impurities

Figure 1.5: Schottky barrier formation. When semiconductors and metals contact,
energy bands bend to equilibrate the fermi energy.

This discussion will be limited to the cases of inorganic and organic thin-films.6

Semiconductors are defined as n-type, p-type, or intrinsic. The ‘type’ of the

semiconductor is determined merely by isolated Fermi level; a n-type material has an

Ef above Eg

2 , and Ef for a p-type material sits below Eg

2 .7 Look at figure 1.5. Because

the semiconductor work function φs sits above Eg

2 , the material is n-type. In this figure,

two metals are shown contacting a semiconductor. The metal on the left, m1, has a

smaller work function than the metal on the right, m2 (φm1 < φm2). When the metals

contact the semiconductor, their fermi energies will equilibrate through charge transfer,

and the energy bands will bend because of the resulting electric field. The direction of
6It almost certainly isn’t valid to discuss charge carrier density for an individual nanocrystal, even

in the context of a fermi-level that doesn’t sit in the center of the band-gap. For the idea of carrier
concentrations to make any sense, the addition of a single electron shouldn’t perturb Ef , and that is
simply not the case for a single nanocrystal. Films of quantum-confined nanocrystals may be dopable,
but the characterization of these films is so dependent upon processing (i.e. ligand length, size, stoi-
chiometry, etc) that it will likely be some time before any inter-laboratory experimental repeatability
will be reached.

7‘Above’ and ‘below’ here mean closer to and farther from vacuum, respectively.
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band-bending has little to do with the type of the semiconductor; it results merely from

the relative positions of the material work functions.

For thick semiconductors, these two contacts will have different behaviors.

Consider a hole traveling in a n-type semiconductor—a minority carrier. Eventually,

given enough distance to travel, the hole will encounter an electron and recombine.

Because the hole is just as likely to encounter an electron in one undepleted region

as another, the result is an exponential drop in minority carrier concentration with

distance, with a characteristic length called the minority carrier diffusion length. This

length for CdTe is hundreds of nanometers [90]; this is much thinner than even thin-film

photovoltaics, which are microns thick. So there is essentially no current that can be

carried by holes in a n-type semiconductor if the thickness is much thicker than the

diffusion length, and the same is true for electrons in a p-type semiconductor.

Therefore the only carriers we’re concerned in most situations are majority

carriers. Examine again figure 1.5. The right contact will impede transport until a

voltage is applied larger than the band bending, but the left contact will not impede

charge transport for small fields. For this reason the right contact in figure 1.5 is called

a rectifying contact, and the left contact is called an ohmic contact.

However, this distinction becomes much less important for films of material

thinner than the minority carrier diffusion length. [60] For thin films, the distinction

between rectifying and ohmic contacts are specific to a charge carrier. As stated above,

the right contact in figure 1.5 is rectifying for an electron, and the left contact is ohmic.

For a hole, the left contact is rectifying and the right contact is ohmic. Because the

13



material is thin enough to allow both charge carriers to participate in the current, the

sign of the majority carrier becomes much less important.

Because the band-bending is only dependent upon relative positions of work-

functions, and current can be carried by any carrier for thin films, the same band

structure as a ‘p-n junction’ solar cell can be formed from only p-type or n-type material

as long as those materials have different work-functions. Similarly, a donor-acceptor

bulk-heterojunction may be formed using polymers even if both materials have the

same type of excess carriers, as long as one material’s LUMO/HOMO levels lie above

the other’s LUMO/HOMO. The photoaction can all be explained by electrons seeking

easy paths to lower energy levels.

Good device engineering will include using n-type materials to transport elec-

trons and p-type materials to transport holes to minimize recombination. Even with

thicknesses smaller than the diffusion length, some minority carrier recombination is

expected. So the message is not that the sign of the majority carriers is unimportant,

but that the relative positions of the work functions are much more important. Hav-

ing control over the position of the fermi level and, consequently, the majority carrier

concentration is highly desirable. This is achieved by doping.

To dope a semiconductor, one introduces a small population of an ion similar

to one of the semiconductor’s constituent ions. For silicon, a group IV element, one

typically chooses ions from groups III or V, although other materials can be used as

dopants. If those ions can be incorporated into the silicon lattice, they will perturb the

energy structure only slightly and provide either an additional electron (group V) or

14



additional hole (group III).

For the case of CdTe, doping is more complicated...tellurium is a group VI

element, so group VII elements would serve as an n-dopant and group V elements

would act as p-dopants if and only if the dopant becomes incorporated into a tellurium

site. This is a big if, and we have very little control over what structure is energetically

favorable for the lattice. Since processing of chalcogenide films is done at relatively

high temperatures, ions will be mobile enough to diffuse through the film, including

ions in the substrate. Dopants may diffuse en masse to grain-boundaries, in which case

knowing the precise concentration of various elements in the film merely sets an upper

bound on the carrier concentration. Intrinsic crystal defects, such as interstitial ions,

vacant lattice sites, and cations on anion sites or vice versa can all act as dopants, and

the effect of multiple dopants is a complicated and rich subject. [95]

In other words, it is best to measure carrier concentration and sign as directly

as possible using capacitance-voltage profiling, Hall effect, or Seebeck coefficient, rather

than try to predict the charge carrier concentration based upon the ionic makeup of

your material unless a method of stoichiometry can be used with localization similar to

the material monocrystallite size.

Polymers are a bit different. At the time of polymerization, energy levels in

polymers can be shifted significantly by changing the chemical makeup of the polymer—

by adding sidegroups and such. However, the chemical makeup of the polymer won’t

change under typical processing conditions once polymerization is complete. Polymers

require relatively low temperature processing, so ions from the substrate will not dif-
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fuse into and become chemically bound to the polymer. But the charge carrier density

can still be manipulated. Impurities from the atmosphere, such as oxygen, or solvents

can incorporate themselves into polymers, providing new energy levels/charge carri-

ers.8 For alkylthiophenes (like P3HT), molecular oxygen will become absorbed into the

center of the thiophene ring and take one polymer electron with it. Although this de-

grades transport, it also increases carrier concentration and improves conductivity [1].

Charge carrier density can still be measured using capacitance-voltage profiling [102],

and HOMO/LUMO levels can be probed using cyclic voltammetry or U-V photoelectron

spectroscopy.

Polymer solar cells degrade when exposed to atmosphere. Several mechanisms

for this degradation exist [68]. The effects of atmospheric molecules incorporated into

polymer films is varied, but, typically, a polymeric photovoltaic device is better off

without any impurities, even if additional charge carriers would be desirable for some

reason.

1.2.4 Nanocrystals

Nanocrystals combine some properties from organics, some from inorganics,

and have some unique properties as well. There are many types of nanocrystals, from

TiO2 crystals with 100nm radii to highly structured chalcogenide crystals to nanoscale-

pools of evaporated metal. For this discussion, we’ll limit ourselves to solution-grown
8Since these materials are often introduced during processing, it might be better put that it’s difficult

not to manipulate charge carrier density.
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nanocrystals using the method outlined by Gur et al. [33]9 We used both nanorods and

nanodots for our research, but found no significant difference in their behavior, so we’ll

make no distinction between the two.

When nanocrystals are synthesized, they are often capped with organic lig-

ands.10 These ligands serve three purposes. First, the ligands stop the nanocrystal

growth. Second, the ligands make the nanocrystals soluable. And, third, the ligands

take up trap states. The first two points shouldn’t require explanation, and the expla-

nation for the third is simple. For these crystals, each lattice point has four covalent

bonds. Surface ions only have three covalent bonds; the fourth bond is left dangling.11

Without the rest of the lattice, it’s no simple matter to determine precisely where that

unbound electron (and the missing electron that should be paired with it) would lie en-

ergetically. However, it’s not unreasonable to assume that a covalently bound electron

is going to be more similar to our crystal structure than an unbound electron, and, in

any case, the ligand is required for the first two reasons.

The typical ligand of choice for cadmium-based nanocrystals is tri-octylphosphine

oxide, or TOPO. This ligand is quite long, and so it is typically exchanged for another

ligand, with the possibility of an intermediate ligand, typically pyridine [33]. Those who

have studied the efficiency of ligand exchange via NMR report exchange efficiencies of

at most 90%. [3, 13] Additional refluxing does not result in additional ligand exchange.
9See the online supplementary material in [33] for synthesis details.

10Nanocrsytals can also be capped with another material. These are called ‘core-shell’ nanocrystals.
All nanocrystals we used for these studies were ligand capped.

11This not just true for nanocrystals, but all chalcogenide surfaces, of course. Nanocrystals just have
a larger surface to volume ratio.
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What’s more, as a batch of nanocrystals undergoes additional ligand exchanges, the

ligands exchange more slowly and with less efficiency. [13] Although we have no direct

measurement of our ligand exchange efficiencies, it bears keeping in mind that these

exchanges are not 100% efficient as this process is often overlooked.

Another surprising quirk of nanocrystals is their stoichiometry isn’t perfect.

Although the core of the nanocrystal is effective at rejecting defects, and therefore

close to stoichiometric perfection, the surface of the nanocrystal comes with no such

guarantee. In fact, TOPO bonds selectively with cadmium, so, if TOPO were the only

ligand used, the surface would be only cadmium. To counteract this, tri-octylphosphine

(TOP), which bonds with selenium/tellurium is used, but studies of nanocrystal surface

stoichiometry show that, even using TOP, the nanocrsytals tend to have Cd:Se ratios

of about 5:4 [39, 87]. This is the total stoichiometry; the surface stoichiometry is still

very cadmium rich.

The size of nanocrystals makes them similar, in ways, to organic semicon-

ductors. For films of unsintered nanocrystals, electron mobilities are similar to organic

electron mobilities, and transport is done by hopping from nanocrystal to nanocrystal in

the same way that carriers must hop from chain to chain in organic semiconductors. [31]

But these transport properties depend dramatically on processing. [31, 70] The exciton

binding energy is low enough to expect free carriers [29], and disagreement abounds as

to whether the photovoltaic behavior is more akin to a donor-acceptor device [33] or an

inorganic device [53].

Because of their small size, nanocrystals have interesting and unique optical
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properties. As the nanocrystal becomes smaller, the energy-levels spread out, and the

effective band-gap becomes larger. This phenomenon is so well established that the

optical absorption is used to measure the size of nanocrystals.

A much more interesting and mysterious phenomenon is multiple exciton gen-

eration. When a ‘normal’ semiconductor absorbs a photon, any energy in excess of

the bandgap is lost. An electron excited high above the bandgap will rapidly settle to

the bottom of the conduction band by coupling to phonons. However, in nanocrystals

the phonon spectrum is much more discrete, so cooling by exciting phonons is a much

slower process, and it becomes energetically favorable for the electron to promote addi-

tional electrons across the bandgap in order to cool. [25] This phenomenon, known as

multiple exciton generation (MEG), generally becomes much more efficient for photons

with energies of 3Eg or greater, but the details aren’t widely agreed upon beyond the

fact that additional charge carriers become excited. MEG has been observed by mea-

suring fluorescence from colloidal nanocrystals, and promising evidence that this can

actually result in enhanced photocurrents exists [53], but so far no photovoltaic device

has conclusively shown this photocurrent enhancement.

1.3 Modeling the photovoltaic circuit

It is useful to consider the photovoltaic device as a simple circuit as pictured

in figure 1.7(a). Although a more complicated circuit can be used to more closely model

the current-voltage (J-V) characteristics of solar cells, here we are only concerned with
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Figure 1.6: A simple picture of MEG. A photon with energy of 3Eg is absorbed. As the
electron settles into the valence band, another electron is promoted from the conduction
band. Energy levels are labeled as S and P as nanocrystals energy levels are analogous
to molecular orbitals. Adapted from the description of MEG by Ellingson et. al.. [25]
The energy gap between 1Sh and 1Se is the effective Eg.

gaining a qualitative understanding of how to interpret J-V curves in order to identify

and correct flaws in photovoltaic films. 12 We’ll consider each component in turn.

Important parameters for photovoltaic performance are contained in figure

1.7(b). The open–circuit voltage (Voc) and short-circuit current (Jsc) are just what

their names advertise: the voltage and current under open and short circuit conditions,

respectively. These are typically measured under a simulated solar spectrum. The

AM1.5G (global) and AM1.5D (direct) standards are most the commonly used.13 The

intensity of AM1.5G is 1kWm−2, or 100mWcm−2. The AM1.5G spectrum is the ex-

pected spectrum after sunlight has passed through 1.5 atmosphere thicknesses of air, so
12Current density (J) is preferred over current (I) as current is expected to scale with illuminated

area. Thus, current density J is not equivalent to the current density carried by the contacts, but rather
current density flowing through the thickness of the photovoltaic film.

13Solar simulation and spectral correction is covered thoroughly in [15].
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Figure 1.7: A simple equivalent circuit for a photovoltaic device (a) and the resultant J–
V characteristics. The current source only provides current under illumination. Power
is collected at Rload.

intensities at noon are actually higher in many places than AM1.5G. Subtracting the

spectrum of diffuse light will from AM1.5G will result in AM1.5D, the direct spectrum.

AM1.5D is used for traditional solar concentrators, which cannot harvest diffuse light.

The remaining photovoltaic parameter is the fill-factor (FF ). This is usually

given as a percent, and represents the “squareness” of the J-V curve. With the Voc, Jsc,

and FF parameters, one can quickly calculate the power-efficiency η of the device as

η =
Voc · Jsc · FF

I◦

I◦ is the incident light intensity. Using AM1.5G as the illumination source is

quite convenient. For good laboratory scale devices, Jsc will be measured in mAcm−2,

and Voc in volts, so the product Jsc · Voc · FF yields a power in mWcm−2. Since the

light intensity happens to be 100mWcm−2, the product also is the percent efficiency.14

We’ll consider first the diode. The diode will follow a modified Shockley equa-

tion
14FF should be expressed as a fraction in this instance, obviously.
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J = J◦(eV/nkBT − 1)

J◦ is the reverse saturation current, and has both an exponential and squared

temperature dependence. n is known as the diode ideality factor. One might expect to

be able to extract relevant physical parameters from J-V characteristics; the Shockley

equation is a good example of one instance in which this is possible, although this is

the exception rather than the rule at room temperature.15 At a mild forward bias, in

the dark, a fit to lnJ against V will yield 1
nkBT

. This fit on dark currents should span

forward bias for kBT < V < Voc. In this region, current should primarily be flowing

through the diode.16 If the current is primarily flowing through Rshunt, the lnJ will not

be linear in this region and the fit will be poor.

For perfect thermionic emission, n will be one for a Schottky barrier and two for

a p-n junction, although slight deviation from this on the order of 10% does not indicate

significant deviation from the thermionic emission model. [86] However, higher ideality

factors indicate that something is wrong with our model. Frequently, the problem is an

interfacial layer, which results in a voltage-dependent barrier height.

In general, however, fitting to the room-temperature J-V curves won’t yield

any more physical insight than merely examining the J-V curves will [96]. Let’s re-

examine figure 1.7(a). Our goal is to force as much current through the load resistor as
15The barrier height mobility are difficult to measure precisely without measuring J-V over a range

of temperatures.
16The driving source for this current is actually Rload. Measuring parameters on photovoltaic cells

requires replacement of Rload with a voltage source.
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possible. At short-circuit, the same voltage drop will be across Rshunt and Rseries, since

Rload = 0. Current through Rseries, which will be equal to our Jsc, will be reduced from

the current generated at the current source by the relation

Jsc =
Jsource ·Rshunt
Rseries +Rshunt

To harvest as much current as possible, Rshunt � Rseries. If this isn’t true,

a large number of collected photons will be lost as the current flows through Rshunt

at short-circuit. Voc and FF will also be reduced, as the primary leaking mechanism

will become Rshunt instead of the diode, and less power will be delivered to Rload.17 By

fitting to J-V curves, we can make estimates of Rshunt and Rseries. Rshunt should be well

described by a fit to the light current around V = 0, or at small reverse bias. Nearly all

of the current in these configurations should be flowing through Rshunt. Rseries can be

measured by finding the J-V slope at forward bias provided the J-V curve shows good

diode behavior.

Good values for Rshunt and Rseries should be around the same order as resis-

tances calculated using the low-field resistivity for the semiconductor and contacting

materials, respectively. Our devices typically have a Rshunt of some mega-ohms in

the dark. Too large of Rseries values indicate resistivity at one of the two electrical-

semiconductor interfaces; this will surface first as a drop in Jsc. If the film contains

current-leaking pathways, such as pinholes, Rshunt will be reduced, which will result in

a reduced Voc. In both of these cases the fill-factor will be reduced. This is covered in

great detail by Klaus. [64]
17Many laboratory devices lose more current to Rshunt than to the diode.
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The easiest of the components to understand is the current source. If we assume

each photon with energy greater than Eg excites one electron into the conduction band,

we can measure the current for our device and deduce how many photons were collected.

By counting the photons available in the AM1.5G spectrum for an Eg around 1.5eV,

we can expect a current density of at most 30 mAcm−2 or so. This limit on current

is known as the Shockley-Queisser limit [77]. Poor optical absorption or high rates of

recombination will result in reduced Jsc.

The recombination rates are often spectrally dependent. For example, photons

absorbed outside the depletion region will usually recombine, and the absorption length

is obviously different for different wavelengths. Absorption limited devices will only

absorb a small fraction of the incident light. In this case, the spectral dependence of Jsc

should just match the absorption profile. The spectral response for a solar cell is the

external quantum efficiency (EQE). It’s measurement and some interpretation is given

in section A.2, and in great detail by Chasteen [15].

1.4 Optical properties

1.4.1 Franck-Condon fluorescence

Some materials exhibit extraordinary symmetry between their absorption and

fluorescence spectra. The reason behind this symmetry is, of course, very elegant and

simple physics. This symmetry occurs when fluorescence is very fast relative to molec-

ular vibrations, such that ions do not move during fluorescence.
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Figure 1.8: Rhodamine B gives a striking example of fluorescence symmetry from the
Franck-Condon principle.

Consider figure 1.9. Two harmonic oscillator potentials, S and S′, with corre-

sponding wavefunctions ψn and ψ′n, are held at some fixed distance d from one-another.18

An electron sits in state ψ0 of potential S. When a photon excites this electron, the

electron will transition from potential S to potential S′ into whichever state it has the

most overlap with. (In this case, the, ψ0 and ψ′2 have the greatest overlap.) Once in S′,

the electron will quickly settle to state ψ′0 before fluorescing. It will now be most likely

to transition ψ′0 → ψ2. By symmetry, those wavefunctions will have the most overlap.

However, there is no corresponding symmetry between the high energy absorp-

tion and the fluorescence.19 Photons absorbed at higher energies will excite photons into
18These potentials are labeled S because they are singlet potentials. Triplet potentials are also

present, but they do not exhibit Franck-Condon, as the transition from a triplet state to a singlet state
is forbidden, and thus takes longer than the nuclear motion.

19Examining figure 1.8, the region we’re discussing here is between 300nm and 500nm in wavelength.
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Figure 1.9: For an energy transition ψ0 → ψ′2, a transition ψ′0 → ψ2 will be favored.

a higher energy singlet potential, say S′′, which will quickly decay into the S′ potential

and fluoresce as before.

1.4.2 Urbach absorption tail

Optical absorption spectra have long tails that fall off exponentially with long

wavelengths. This phenomenon is known as Urbach’s rule. The absorption spectrum

tail will be described by

α(λ) ∝ e−σ·λ

There are several [20,40] possibilities for the mechanism of this tiny absorption.

We’ll consider the density of states inside the bandgap as the source [40], not because

that is irrefutably the source of this absorption, but merely because other properties

of photovoltaic materials are also related to states inside the bandgap, so this is an

instructive way to think about them.
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Figure 1.10: Realistic semiconducting materials have energy bands with soft edges, so
sub-band transitions are possible. The density of electronic states is shown in red, and
optical transitions are shown in black.

The simple energy-band structure for semiconducting materials does not tell

the entire story for polymers or inorganics. Broad energy bands largely define the

allowed transitions, but small numbers of ‘trap’ states exist within the band gap. This

allows optical transitions smaller than the band-gap. (See figure 1.10.)

Rigorous analysis would demand that the absorption coefficient (α) falls ex-

ponentially in energy, not wavelength, but this approximation will be close enough for

our purposes, since the absorption coefficient will become exponentially small as the

un-even steps in energy become significant.
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Chapter 2

Luminescent Solar Concentrators

Normal solar concentrators typically employ mirrors to focus light onto a highly

efficient silicon solar cell. The idea is to save money; mirrors are much cheaper than

silicon, so light can be collected over a large area and concentrated onto an efficient cell.

There are some problems with this.

• Using mirrors necessitates the use of tracking motors to continually realign the

focal point as the sun traverses the sky, and these are expensive.

• Optical condensers cannot harvest diffuse light, which makes up a significant frac-

tion of the solar spectrum.

• High intensities of light cause heating in solar cells. Hot silicon is less efficient

than cool silicon, but a heat dissipator can help this problem.

• These systems are impractical for incorporation into architecture.
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Figure 2.1: Luminescent solar concentrators constructed from microscope slides(a). Un-
der illumination (b), light is guided to the edge of the concentrator.

Luminescent solar concentrators (LSC’s) employ the simplest physics to correct

all of these problems. Figure 2.1 depicts LSC’s constructed from microscope slides.

Simply put, an LSC is a flat glass box filled with a highly fluorescent absorber; the

simplest absorber is a fluorescent dye dissolved in solvent. When light shines into the

LSC through the large face, it is absorbed inside the concentrator then re-emitted at

random angles. Ideally, the light will be emitted at some longer wavelength outside the

absorption bandwidth of the absorber, so that the absorber will become transparent

to the freshly emitted photon. This shift in photon energy is known as a Stokes shift,

and it will be discussed later. Some light will immediately exit the concentrator again

through one of the two large faces, and some will be trapped inside the concentrator by

total-internal reflection and waveguided to the edge.

In order to effectively concentrate light, a large number of photons must be

trapped inside the concentrator. 10% power efficiency is a good rule of thumb for a

commercially viable solar cell. The most efficient solar cells, which will line the edges

of our LSC, are only around 30% power efficient, so capturing a bit over 30% of the
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Figure 2.2: A plot of 1−
√
n2

2−1

n2
. Solvent indices are around 1.4.

photons available should yield around 10% overall LSC power efficiency. Using Snell’s

law, n1sin(θ1) = n2sin(θ2), and the back of a convenient envelope, one can calculate

the expected fraction of randomly emitted photons that would escape through the large

faces of an LSC surrounded by air (n1 = 1) as 1−
√
n2

2−1

n2
, which is plotted in figure 2.2.

Typical n for solvents are around 1.4, which means around 70-75% of photons emitted

by the absorber will be forced to escape through the narrow edge of the LSC.1

The real trick is in the choice of absorber. A material must be transparent

to the emitted photons to be effective as an LSC material; otherwise, emitted photons
1This assumes the glass index of refraction matches that of the solvent. The calculation is merely

intended to illustrate the effectiveness of this technique for trapping photons.
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Figure 2.3: Normalized absorption and emission spectra from a red poly-fluorine in
chlorobenzene. The difference in wavelength/energy from peak absorption to peak emis-
sion is known as a Stoke’s shift—150nm in this case.

would continually be reabsorbed and emitted in a new random direction, until finally

the photon is emitted at an angle that would allow it to leave the concentrator. This

absorber transparency is accomplished via what is known as a Stoke’s shift—an offset

between absorption and emission spectra. (See figure 2.3.) Stoke’s shifts can be many

tens of nanometers in wavelength, and a large Stoke’s shift is critical for LSC absorber

materials.

Given perfect absorber transparency at fluorescence wavelengths, one could

coat the edges of the LSC with mirrors and connect an arbitrarily small photodetector
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on the LSC to gather the photons and convert them to power. Since the photons are

trapped, the size and location of the detector are irrelevant; eventually, every photon

will find it’s way to the detector. Unfortunately, the Stoke’s shift for most materials isn’t

enough to escape loss from the Urbach absorption tail, and many other loss mechanisms

in this innocent little system quickly pile on to the point where an exact solution becomes

impractical, and computer simulation must be employed to determine if LSC’s are

viable.

2.1 Computer Simulation of LSC

Figure 2.4: Depicted are basic steps in our Monte-Carlo simulation. n1 and n2 are
indices for the glass and solvent, respectively. A photon enters the LSC and we test for
absorption (1), then re-emission (2). We determine a trajectory and allow the photon
to proceed through the LSC step-wise, checking for reflection at each interface (3), until
it leaves the LSC. Reflections at (4) are guaranteed by total internal reflection. Photons
will be reabsorbed (5) at a pre-determined distance based on the absorption coefficient
for the new wavelength.

To determine optimum material parameters, we created a Monte-Carlo simu-
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lation of our experimental LSC’s. Our chief concern at the time was calculating photon

loss as a function of the LSC boundary geometry. Look again at figure 2.1; we sealed

the microscope slide edges using a bent glass rod, with the diameter of the rod defining

the thickness of the LSC. Our first concern was that the round glass-solvent interface

at the edge of the LSC might be a large reflective/refractive light loss, and we wished

to optimize the interface geometry, and determine which other light losses were most

significant.

To simulate an LSC, first, the LSC geometry and absorber emission/absorption

spectra are defined. Figure 2.4 depicts the basic steps used in our simulation; further

details are available in B.1. Photon are generated one at a time and allowed to “shine”

onto the collector. Each photon is assigned a wavelength with a distribution matching

the solar spectrum. After checking for reflection at each interface, the photons have

an opportunity to be absorbed. Absorption probabilities we determined employing the

Beer-Lambert law,

I(l) = I◦e
−αMl

where I(l) is local light intensity, I◦ is initial intensity, l is the distance the

photon has traveled in the absorber, M is the molar concentration, and α is a measured

absorption coefficient. (Absorption coefficients are linearly proportional to the number

density of absorber molecules, so any measure of absorber concentration, such as grams

per liter, may be used in place of molarity provided those units were used to determine
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α.) I/I◦ is fractional transmitted light, so the probability of absorption becomes simply

1− e−αMl

Once absorbed, a photon may be emitted in any direction. There is no guarantee

of emission; the probability of emission is known as the fluorescence quantum yield

(φf ). (The measurement of this will be discussed thoroughly in A.3.) Once a test is

passed to emit a new photon, we assign a new direction randomly. A new wavelength no

shorter than the original photon’s wavelength is also assigned according to our measured

emission spectrum.

The photon is then allowed to proceed step-wise through the LSC. At index

boundaries, the photon is allowed an opportunity to reflect based upon reflectivity

coefficient, and, failing reflection, the photon refracts into the next medium.

Eventually, a photon will be reabsorbed by the medium in much the same

manner it was absorbed in the first place. (This will be discussed in detail in section

1.4.2.) Look again at figure 2.3. Despite the 150nm Stoke’s shift, there is significant

overlap between the emission and absorption spectra of this particular material even at

wavelengths longer than 600nm. To reabsorb, we randomly pre-determine a distance

(labs) the photon will travel in the absorber using labs = − lnRan/(αM). Ran represents

our randomly generated number between 0 and 1.

Each LSC’s emission spectrum will be unique. To a poor approximation, the

LSC emission spectrum will merely be the material’s emission, but the overlap between

absorption and emission will change the spectrum significantly as will be seen. Since
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Figure 2.5: AM1.5 Global photon flux density standard and silicon responsivity plotted
together. Notice that silicon’s reponsivity is 30− 50% lower at visible wavelengths than
at near-IR wavelengths.

the responsivity of silicon is changing rapidly in the visible wavelengths, as can bee seen

in figure 2.5, it is not enough to count the photons collected. Our materials emit at

varied positions in the visible spectrum. A shift from 500nm to 600nm would mean an

increase in silicon EQE from 50% to 60%....that’s a 20% increase in measured current!

To have something to compare with experiment, we must calculate expected currents

using the technique described in A.2.1.

These steps more or less complete the simulation. A new photon generates

once a photon fails to absorb, fails to be re-emitted, or leaves the LSC either through

any face. By counting the photons escaping through various routes, we can predict

which loss mechanisms dominate our LSC’s and determine which parameters dominate
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these losses. Incoming light can be easily redefined to match experimental conditions;

for example, a small area through which incoming photons must enter can be defined

to simulate a mask or small-area light source, or all incoming photons can be assigned

one wavelength to represent a laser. And, most importantly, we can simulate actual

currents expected from these devices and predict what materials and geometries would

be required for an efficient, commercially viable concentrator.

2.2 Loss Mechanisms in LSC’s

The simulation established quickly that reflective/refractive losses because of

edge geometry were minimal, and other losses were much more important. The first

major loss mechanism in an LSC is failure to absorb a given photon. Dyes for LSC’s are

typically dissolved organic materials, like polymers or small-molecules. Their absorption

spectra are confined to a few hundred nanometers of the visible spectrum. Since silicon’s

bandgap is 1.1eV, the photons of interest extend from 350nm to 1100nm in wavelength;

a single dye will not absorb most of the available solar spectrum. Absorption for any

given absorber is easily measurable with a spectrometer.

Once a photon is absorbed, it must be re-emitted. Excited electrons can decay

thermally, and, in general, every photon absorbed will not be re-emitted. The fraction

of absorbed photons emitted is known as fluorescence quantum yield (φf ), and it is

roughly independent of excitation wavelength [94]. For an LSC absorber, φf should

be as close to unity as possible; 30% or so of photons will be lost due to the index of
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refraction limits of available solvents. φf values below .5 immediately drop collection

efficiency to the limit of 30% photon collection, and absorption bandwidth limits are

going to reduce photon collection further still. The measurement of this quantity will

be discussed in detail in A.3.

One loss mechanism has already been introduced—failure to trap light through

total internal reflection. Of course, the actual fraction of photons trapped by an LSC

is not as simple as depicted in figure 2.2, and is not easily calculated on paper. The

actual fraction will depend upon the index of the solvent as well as the index of the

glass. What’s more, even if all of these data are wrapped up into one neat equation,

this calculation would ignore the possibility of re-absorption in the absorber layer; this

possibility is material dependent. Numerical calculation is more practical.

Overlap between the absorption and emission spectra provide another loss-

mechanism, although somewhat indirectly. Once a photon is trapped, re-absorption is

highly undesirable. Any time a photon is absorbed, it’s chance to be lost immediately

is roughly the product of φf and the fraction of solid-angle trapped by total-internal

refraction. For n = 1.5 and φf = .7, the chance to be lost is around 50%! Because of

the geometry of LSC’s, the overlap between absorption and emission spectra is more

significant than might be immediately apparent.

To absorb a photon as it travels through the LSC initially, the concentration

should be varied such that the absorption (1 − I(l◦)
I◦

) approach unity within the mate-

rial’s absorption bandwidth to optimize absorption of the solar spectrum. l◦ is the LSC

thickness. Absorption should also approach zero for the emission wavelengths to mini-
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mize reabsorption of fluoresced light. But the relevant distance for the re-absorption is

no longer l◦.

Geometric gain from an LSC we’ll define as Ggeo ≡ Acol/Aconc, where Acol is

the area of a collection face, and Aconc is the area the light is concentrated onto. If

the LSC is to be useful in any way, the geometric gain should be large. Aconc we’ll

approximate with l◦ · ltrvl; ltrvl is the average distance a photon must travel to reach

the collector edge, and l◦ is the LSC thickness. Similarly, we’ll approximate Acol with

l2trvl. So the geometric gain should be approximately equal to ltrvl
l◦

. This value is around

sixteen for our experimental devices. We’ve defined the geometric gain this way to

locate an important wavelength λ∗. Using Beer-Lambert again, we can find

eα(λ∗)Ml◦Ggeo = 1/2

This defines λ∗, which will lie in the emission spectrum of the absorber. The

significance is that roughly half of the photons emitted at wavelength λ∗ will be re-

absorbed before reaching the edge of the concentrator, and will likely be lost from

non-radiative recombination or emission at an angle less than θcrit. Fortunately, thanks

to the exponential distribution of trap states within the band-gap [40], the absorption

coefficient α falls exponentially at the absorption edge, while Ggeo need only be around

100-1000. But even materials with a large Stoke’s shift typically have λ∗ somewhere

inside the emission bandwidth. (This can be seen in table 2.2 in section 2.3.)

One perhaps unexpected loss of efficiency will arise from geometric and trans-

missive losses in the glass. A sheet of glass will have some color when viewed from
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the edge because the glass, like the absorber, has an absorption spectrum, obviously

with a much smaller amplitude.2 Most glass will have a blue-green tinge, however, so

the absorption favors red light, which will absorb our emission spectrum. This is ex-

pected to be a significant consideration for large-area LSC’s, but we’ll ignore it for our

simulations.

Another consideration for large-area concentrators is LSC face alignment. A

poorly constructed concentrator will allow trapped light to escape, as shown in figure

2.6. Pictured are two glass sheets misaligned by some angle δ. As a photon reflects

inside the LSC, it’s trajectory will adjust by δ after each reflection. Since a photon will

undergo many reflections as it travels to the LSC edge, it’s important that N · δ be

very small relative to θcrit, where N is an average number of reflections a photon will

undergo.

Figure 2.6: Misaligned LSC faces will eventually guide a photon out of the concentrator.

2This is a simple experiment to do. Take a sheet of glass, place it edge-wise against a white sheet
of paper. Observing carefully, you will see the top edge brighten as diffuse light from the paper is
waveguided through the glass.
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2.2.1 Measuring a small absorption coefficient

For a non-fluorescent material (φf � 1), measuring a small absorption coef-

ficient is straightforward; examining Beer-Lambert’s law and our geometric gain Ggeo,

our molarity of interest is only 1000 times greater than the collector’s molarity, and this

is often achievable for a good absorber. However, LSC’s require materials with high

fluorescence. The wavelengths that we wish to know the Urbach absorption are the flu-

orescence wavelengths; an attempt to measure absorption directly will need to separate

fluoresced light from transmitted light. If the fluoresced spectrum and transmitted light

are comparably bright, this will be challenging.

Figure 2.7: Spectra emitted from the side of a LSC redshift as the light source moves
farther from the detector due to overlap between the absorption and emission spectrum.
Once normalized, the spectra provide intensity datapoints as a function of distance, and
can be fitted to Beer-Lambert to find absorption coefficients.

We have employed an alternate technique to measure the absorption in this
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troublesome region; we measure the redshift of a fluoresced spectrum. Look at figure

2.7. A spectrometer recorded spectra at the edge of an as a function of distance to a

light-source. Although the amplitudes will be a complicated convolution of geometric

effects, including solid-angle and reflection off the side-walls, these can be eliminated

by assuming that the absorption coefficient at longer fluoresced wavelengths (700nm for

this example) is much smaller than the absorption coefficients at the short-wavlength

fluorescence. By forcing fluorescence to have the same intensity at long wavlengths,

we have effectively isolated absorption processes from geometric effects. With these

geometric effects removed, we can treat these spectra as transmitted through various

thicknesses of absorber. Since our LSC’s are only a few centimeters long, each LSC

can only measure a narrow band of redshift and thus a narrow window of absorption

coefficients. But one can extend the utility of this technique by fabricating several

LSC’s of varying concentrations. Figure 2.8 depicts absorption coefficients measured for

RhodamineB in this manner. Notice that the absorption coefficient has been measured

out to 670nm. The absorption coefficient drops exponentially in this range, although

it is not well-fit by a single exponential. This provides a good estimate of our absorp-

tion coefficient well beyond the limits of our transmission spectrometer. Our smallest

measured absorption coefficient is more than four orders of magnitude smaller than the

peak absorption for Rhodamine B, and the absorption spectrum has been extended

nearly to the end of the emission spectrum. (Refer to figure 2.3.) This technique does

make several assumptions; it assumes the light is essentially collimated, travels only in

the absorber, and does not re-fluoresce after re-absorption. Of course, the light is not
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Figure 2.8: Absorption coefficients measured by observing the redshift of LSC emission
spectra as the light-source becomes more distant from the photodetector. Three con-
centrations of absorber were used; each concentration produces a narrow band of useful
data for a given geometry.

collimated; the path length l is longer than just the distance from the light-source to

the detector. Diffuse light will reflect off faces as it travels to the detector, and some

average path length should be used to calculate absorption. However, the light will not

travel exclusively in the absorber. Since the index of the glass is close to the index of

the solvent, the light will spend a significant portion of it’s travel in the glass; this will

tend to reduce the effective path length, so these errors will act to counteract each other

to some extent. There was no obvious solution to these shortcomings, but all of these

corrections should be of order one, while the absorption is dropping exponentially, so
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we should be able to safely ignore these problems.

2.3 Simulation Results

Figure 2.9: Expectation values (λexp) for emission spectra as a function of mask position.
Traces are simulated values, and shapes are experimental.

First, to verify that the simulation was working properly, spectra were gener-

ated as a function of distance from mask to detector. Quantitative comparison could

be made by calculating a wavelength expectation value λexp:

λexp(d) ≡
∫
λ · I(λ, d)dλ∫
I(λ, d)dλ
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Figure 2.9 shows the expectation values for three LSC’s filled with various con-

centrations of Rhodamine B. The simulation accurately predicts the size of the spectral

redshift, although the expecation values are offset by 10-20nm from experimental spec-

tra.

Simulated power conversion efficiencies provide a better sanity check on simula-

tion data; table 2.1 shows our measured φf values, experimental collection efficiency(ηexp),

and simulated currents at the detector in milliamps for the best performing LSC of each

material studied. ηexp we’ll define as

ηexp ≡
Iedge

Idetector ·Ggeo
∝ Iedge

Idetector is the current measured at a one-inch edge of our 1” by 3” microscope slides,

and Idetector is the current measured using direct illumination of the silicon detector

placed at the edge of the concentrator. ηexp defined this way is a somewhat meaningless

number except for comparison to other materials. It’s not an actual efficiency of photon

collection; it’s a ‘current concentration’ efficiency. Since the currents generated result

from different spectra, and the detector’s response is spectrally dependent, the current

ratios aren’t equal to the photon collection ratios. But ηexp is directly proportional

to current at the edge, which is all we really care about as long as the simulation is

generating the expected spectrum at the collector’s edge.

The correlation between all simulated currents and experimental LSC currents

is shown in figure 2.10. Experimental and simulated currents correlate reasonably well

(ρ(Isim, Iexp) = 0.862), although there is a large disparity. Taking the simulations and
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Figure 2.10: Correlation between experimental collection efficiency and simulated cur-
rent expectation. These are expected currents at full 100 mw cm−2 illumination. The
correlation coefficient is 0.828.

experiments at face-value, roughly 70% of the photons the simulation accounts for are

lost in experimental LSC’s.

The simulation results can only be as accurate as the (difficult) φf measure-

ment, so even if there are no significant losses in the LSC’s other than those being

simulated, a near unity correlation is not expected. The absolute φf of Rhodamine B in

polyethylene-glycol may be smaller than 0.95. Although it was clearly more fluorescent

than other materials measured, the near unity fluorescence typical of Rhodamine may

not apply in such a viscous solvent.
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Table 2.1: φf , measured efficiencies, and simulated currents for our LSC’s. Experimental
intensities are about half of AM1.5G...the simulation’s intensity was matched to mimic
the experiment. Expected current under full 100mWcm−2 scale accordingly.

Absorber φf (%) Iexp(mA) Isim(mA)
Rhodamine B (dye) 95 1.87 6.0
Red polyfluorine 67 2.33 7.56
MEHDOO (C60 polymer) 48 0.59 3.38
MDMO (C60 polymer) 45 0.72 2.88
LDS698 (dye) 11 0.44 1.43
LDS821 (dye) 9 0.36 1.02
CdSe/ZnS (nanoparticle) 7 0.2 0.15

Having made some measure that the simulation is performing as expected, we

can begin to make predictions. Examine table 2.1. It is clear that a high value for φf is

critical for an effective LSC. φf is dependent upon solvent, temperature, and material

purity [24], so the values we measured may or may not be the limit for these materials.

To explore the importance of other material properties, we would like to eliminate φf as

a variable. φf will be set to unity for all materials, and we can measure the dependence

of our concentrators on other material properties such as Urbach absorption tail and

spectral overlap and attempt to predict what other material properties are important

to produce a useful LSC.

Table 2.2 shows expected power efficiencies for simulated LSC’s with φf = 1

For these, the geometric gain was set to 331
3 . With this geometric gain, and a square

area of one meter, the fraction of silicon required for collection over this area will

be 4
33 1

3

, which is about 12%. This is a minimum of cost reduction from less silicon.

Really, we’d like to push the geometric gain higher, but the Urbach absorption will

reduce the efficiency as Ggeo becomes large. So by examining efficiencies at this Ggeo,
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Table 2.2: Simulated collection efficiencies (η) with φf set to unity. η was calculated
using a silicon detector fill-factor of 0.7 and a Voc of 1V. This is simulated at a minimum
practical Ggeo to reduce losses from Urbach absorption.

Absorber Emitrange λ∗ η

Rhodamine B 570nm–720nm 649nm 6.1%
Red polyfluorine 500nm–800nm 625nm 8.4%
CdSe/ZnS 580nm–660nm 662nm 4.5%
LDS821 700nm–920nm 808nm 12.8%

we can eliminate materials whose properties are too poor for LSC use before Urbach

absorption becomes a significant problem. Emitrange spans the wavelengths that the

material fluoresces in, and λ∗ is the wavelength at which the absorption coefficient will

be 1
2 , for comparison.

We are also interested in how high we can push the geometric gain Ggeo. High

geometric gain will reduce the amount of required silicon and redshift our emission spec-

trum to better match silicon’s responsivity. But as the emission spectrum is redshifted,

much of it will be lost to geometry or φf , as some significant fraction of photons emit-

ted will not be trapped/fluoresced. We will adjust the thickness of the LSC and the

concentration of the absorber such that αMl◦ remains constant.

There is a limit to how high we’re interested in pushing the geometric gain.

l◦ is only the thickness of the absorber layer. The photons will travel in the glass, so

the silicon detector will have area proportional to the glass thickness plus the absorber

thickness. Once the absorber layer is significantly thinner than the glass, no further

significant cost reduction can be made by making the absorber layer thinner, so the

geometric gain has a practical lower bound. A practical device will have glass thicknesses
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of a few millimeters, so a one millimeter thick absorber layer is about as thin as we’re

interested in. Similarly, the geometric gain has a lower bound; a geometric gain of four,

for example, would mean that the area of the silicon detector at one side would be 1
4 of

the area of the LSC face. The total silicon detector area is equal to the LSC front face,

and our LSC will cost more money to fabricate than a standard silicon solar panel. So

we’ll examine geometric gains between ten and ten-thousand—LSC faces of one square

meter and anywhere from 10cm to 1mm thick.

Figure 2.11: LSC performance as a function of Ggeo. For these simulations, φf was set
to one.

No single parameter explains the results here, but examining the spectra ex-
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plains everything. Figure 2.12 has spectra for LDS821 laser dye and CdSe nanocrystals.

Red polyfluorine spectra are in figure 2.3, and Rhodamine spectra are in figure1.9.

LDS821 has a very broad absorption and a good Stoke’s shift, but the Urbach absorp-

tion becomes problematic for large Ggeo. The red polyfluorine doesn’t absorb nearly as

far as LDS821, but it has a good Stoke’s shift and the smallest Urbach coefficient in

this group, so it’s performance doesn’t degrade as Ggeo increases. Rhodamine B has a

similar absorption, a reasonable Stoke’s shift, so it’s performance at low Ggeo is poor. It

also has a moderate Urbach coefficient, so it suffers as Ggeo increases. CdSe nanocrys-

tals suffer from having essentially no Stoke’s shift; light collection is due mostly to light

incident near the edge of the LSC, as these photons will have a short path length.

Figure 2.12: Fluorescence and absorption for LDS821 laser dye, and CdSe nanocrystals.
Absorption displayed on a log scale to show the beginning of the Urbach absorption
tail.
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2.3.1 Urbach absorption: open questions

One question critical to this simulation remains fundamentally unanswered.3

Do photons absorbed from the Urbach absorption tail result in fluorescence? If so, at

what wavelength, and with what efficiency?

In general, excitation at wavelengths above the bandgap result in the same flu-

orescence spectrum, without regard to the excitation wavelength. However, the physics

are fundamentally different for Urbach tail absorption. If there are enough free charge

carriers, it may be that an electron excited into a trap state can relax into an open

position in the valence band. In this case there’s no reason to conserve energy—the

photon emitted will necessarily be more energetic than the one absorbed. But it’s also

possible that the trap states are due to local defects, in which case relaxation may be

a local process, and our excited electron is destined to return to the trap state from

whence it came, and energy will be conserved. And there’s no justification for assuming

that the φf is the same for photons with more and less energy than the bandgap.

The most optimistic assumptions would actually be energy conservation and

matching φf . This could be the case for localized defects in the energy spectrum. Assum-

ing energy conservation excludes the blue side of our material’s fluorescence spectrum,

which means that absorbed photons will always be red-shifted. Our materials absorb

in the blue, and silicon is most efficient in the infra-red, so the more red-shifted our col-

lected light becomes, the better. Additionally, red-shifted light becomes exponentially

less likely to become reabsorbed and hazard loss via φf or emission at a non-trapped

3At least as far as the author has been able to discover.
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angle.

The only slightly less optimistic assumption would be that fluorescence is just

as efficient, but energy is not conserved, so fluoresced light can be emitted anywhere

from the fluorescence spectrum with no regard to the excitation wavelength. This could

occur if a trapped electron is excited into the LUMO band, then relaxes quickly into a

nearby hole in the HOMO band. This set of assumptions is much less realistic. A ‘large’

number of charge carriers would be between 1016–1019cm−3, but there are around 1022

ions cm−3. So the odds of a vacancy existing close the the excited electron are low, and

this would be required for φf to be the same.

This brings us to the last and most restrictive assumption: Urbach absorption

must be counted as loss. More precisely, we can assume that φf is energy dependent,

being small for photons with less energy than the bandgap. Since we have been assuming

that φf is unity, the simplest assumption is that the sub-bandgap photons have not

chance of fluorescing. We have no measure of which of these scenarios is most likely;

over the distances we have measured physically, the Urbach absorption is fairly small.

It’s not easy to decide exactly where Urbach absorption should begin. By the symmetry

of figure 2.3, one can see a regime of absorption and emission that appears inverted, as

if the rules for Franck-Condon apply but the emitted photon is more energetic than the

absorbed photon somehow.

We can at least measure the consequences for these scenarios via simulation.

The results of our simulations can be seen in tables 2.3 and 2.4. The two assumptions

used were that energy was conserved and φf did not change (“Urbach PL”), or that there
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Table 2.3: Comparison of simulated and experimental currents. Reported currents are
at one edge of the LSC, and represent approximately 1

7 of the total current expected.
φf was set to measured values for comparison with experiment.

Urbach PL No Urbach PL Experimental
Absorber Current (mA) Current (mA) Current (mA)
Rhodamine B 11.3 4.1 3.5
Red polyfluorine 13.6 11.1 4.3
CdSe nanocrystals 0.24 0.17 0.37
LDS821 1.8 1.8 0.41

was no fluorescence from the Urbach tails (“No Urbach PL”). This second assumption

is non-trivial to define for these materials, as noted above. As such, we defined any

absorption of a photon after it’s initial absorption as an Urbach absorption.

Looking first at table 2.3, simulated currents showed little difference between

the two assumptions, with the exception of Rhodamine. This makes sense, as there is

expected to be little re-absorption in this geometry, with the exception of Rhodamine.

One might protest that the numerical agreement between Rhodamine is much better

by assuming that there is no fluorescence from re-absorption, so this must be the cor-

rect assumption and the cause of the large numerical disparity between simulation and

experiment. However, since this is only true for Rhodamine, the more likely reason for

this agreement is that we are defining ‘Urbach’ absorption too strictly for Rhodamine,

which has significant spectral overlap relative to the fluorescence bandwidth, and that

the losses resulting from this happen to match up roughly with the losses the simulation

hasn’t accounted for.

Now let us examine table 2.4. This table summarizes the results for simulations

of small and large Ggeo concentrators. For all materials, the assumption of zero ‘Urbach’
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Table 2.4: Effects of extreme cases of Urbach photoluminescence for small and large
Ggeo.

Ggeo = 33.3 Ggeo = 1000 Ggeo = 33.3 Ggeo = 1000
Urbach PL Urbach PL No Urbach PL No Urbach PL

Absorber η(%) η (%) η (%) η(%)
Rhodamine B 6.0 5.5 2.0 0.84
Red polyfluorine 8.4 8.6 5.5 4.7
CdSe nanocrystals 4.5 3.0 0.57 0.07
LDS821 12.8 9.9 8.4 2.4

photoluminescence was catastrophic at large geometric gain. The notable exception

to this was the red polyfluorine, which had a very small Urbach coefficient. But for

reasonable Ggeo, even assuming no photoluminescence from reabsorbed photons yields

a reasonable power efficiency from LDS821. Unfortunately, this was done assuming the

φf for this material to be 1, not 0.09, as was measured. So this particular dye will not

suffice for implementation in an LSC, but perhaps a material with similar properties

will suffice.

2.4 Conclusion

We have seen that the predicted efficiency of our luminescent solar concen-

trators is dependent primarily upon the fluorescence efficiency of the absorber φf , and

secondarily upon the amount of spectral overlap between absorption and fluorescence.

The size of the band-gap is also critical; assuming good fluorescence, the materials with

the smallest band-gaps performed best for moderate Ggeo. Urbach absorption is only

expected to become important for large Ggeo, although, to be competitive with the
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silicon PV industry, large Ggeo may be necessary. A large disparity exists between ex-

perimental and simulated concentrators; this is attributed to red absorption in the glass

and imprecise measure of φf .

However, the requirements for a material to make a reasonably power-efficient

are actually not too demanding. All that is needed is a highly fluorescent material

with a band-gap around 1.1-1.5eV, good spectral separation between fluorescence and

absorption4, and a solvent/glass with indices around 1.5 and high transmission over a

meter. Given that much of our communication currently depends upon fiber-optic cables

that transmit light many kilometers, and new small-bandgap conjugated polymers are

being discovered/engineered at a high rate, these requirements seem achievable in the

near term.

4The LDS821 spectrum in figure 2.12 is an example of what is ‘good’ separation
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Chapter 3

Bulk Heterojunction solar cells

3.1 Introduction

Figure 3.1: Device structure(a) and transport(b) for a bulk heterojunction solar cell.

Bulk heterojunction photovoltaics are explained most easily by examining their

name. A heterojunction is a device made from different semiconducting materials.

Silicon photovoltaics are homojunction devices. ‘Bulk’ means that the junction is not

confined to a plane, but instead is found throughout the bulk of the photoactive layer.
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Figure 3.1 depicts a typical bulk heterojunction (BHJ) cell. By blending the donor and

acceptor phases, the entire thickness of the BHJ absorber becomes an energy junction.

The purpose of this becomes clear once the physics are understood. When a

semiconductor absorbs a photon, an electron-hole pair called an “exciton” is formed [19].

The exciton has two easily understood properties with immediate consequence. First,

it is a neutral particle, as it consists of an electron and a hole. Second, it can be broken

into an electron and a hole, but this requires energy. For polymers, this energy is usually

around 100 meV or more [12].

Excitons are not unique to semiconducting polymers and quantum dots. In-

organic semiconductors can also have excitons, but the exciton binding energy is now

going to be less than the thermal energy [92], so the excitons are quickly split. Conse-

quently, although the physics differ only in degree, the behavior of inorganic and organic

semiconductors is completely different at room temperatures.

The tightly bound exciton is the reason for the complex structure. The exciton

cannot split until it finds the energy needed to overcome the electron binding energy.

Since lattice vibrations are insufficient, it must find a boundary between the donor

and acceptor phase, so the electron can relax into the acceptor phase, or the hole into

the donor phase. Because the exciton is neutral, it is unresponsive to electric field,

and must diffuse to a boundary. An exciton will diffuse around ten nanometers before

recombining [55]. To maximize exciton splitting, the phase separation should have a

typical length scale of ten nanometers. (See 1.2.2.)

There is a problem with this, however. Once an exciton is split, the free carriers
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must have a phase-continuous path to their respective electrodes. This isn’t easy to

engineer. Without deliberate phase structuring, the thickness of the film should be

similar to the scale of phase separation; as the phase separation becomes finer and finer,

given the same film thickness, the likelihood that islands of one phase or another will

form that have no electrical connection to their electrodes increases. Photons absorbed

in these islands will act as traps for charges, reducing carrier collection and transport

properties.

Typical thicknesses for BHJ films are around 100-200 nanometers. All available

light isn’t typically absorbed over this distance, but these thicknesses are necessary

for carrier extraction; mobilities are low in polymer films, around 10−4cm2V −1s−1 for

P3HT [99]. The phase separation must be significantly larger than the exciton diffusion

length; a large volume of the film will be effectively dead space. Photons absorbed in

these regions have little chance of reaching phase boundary before recombining.

More charges can be collected by arranging interfaces more closely—introducing

structure to the phase separation, in other words. This is why nanocrystals are partic-

ularly interesting for BHJ films. The nanocrystals can be grown long enough to span

the full thickness of the BHJ film, and their shape can be controlled to something more

useful than a simple nanorod or dot. Tetrapods [84] and hyperbranched [32] nanocrys-

tals ensure that, no matter how a nanocrystal is oriented, it will provide an electrical

connection to the back contact.

Mixing nanocrystals into polymers, however, is no simple task. Nanocrystals

and polymers are not necessarily soluble in the same solvent, and the nanocrystal incor-
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poration in the polymer will depend dramatically on the attached ligands [3]. So here

we investigate photovoltaic BHJ films comprised of CdSe nanoparticles with various

ligands and poly (3-hexylthiophene-dyl).

3.2 Fabrication and Treatment

Despite numerous studies showing distinction between CdSe nanoparticles

capped with different ligands [42,47,65], few photovoltaic studies [2] have been done to

determine what effects the various capping ligands have in the final device. The ligands

often dominate the electrical performance of the nanocrystals since they can occupy

electron surface states that otherwise would act as trap states for charge carriers [42]

and can also act as insulators that impede charge transport. The ligands can also be

a large driving force in nanocrystal aggregation [38] which can both improve charge

transport and modify quantum confinement properties. We demonstrate that solution

conditions, as well as ligand, can dramatically affect the blend morphology.

Thermal annealing is commonly employed in device processing and can strongly

affect device performance. For polymer-fullerene devices, the enhancement is a result of

enhanced phase separation and enhanced polymer crystallinity [67], but for P3HT/CdSe

photovoltaics, the mechanism of performance enhancement is less clear. Contrary to

previous results, our results suggest that improvements due to annealing are caused by

oxygen removal rather than P3HT crystallization.

Under AM1.5G and 100mW/cm2, our best devices has yielded short circuit
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currents of 6.9mA/cm2, open circuit voltages of 0.55 V, and fill factors of 0.47 for a

power conversion efficiency of 1.8%. This is not a record efficiency for the P3HT/CdSe

system, but it is the highest efficiency for CdSe nanodots, demonstrating that clever

choice of ligands may prove a viable route to morphology control.

3.3 Experimental

(a) Energy Diagram (b) Schematic

Figure 3.2: Energy diagram and schematic of CdSe/P3HT blended devices.

Figure 3.2(a) shows the energy structure for our devices; they are typical donor-

acceptor photovoltaics. Absorption takes place in the nanocrystal/polymer phase, and

excitons seperate at the NC/polymer interface. By blending the phases, a large surface

area is set up to aid this charge seperation. Electrons preferentially remain in the

NC and are extracted at the Al back electrode, while holes travel in P3HT to the

ITO. These devices employ a poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) poly(styrenesulfonate)

(PEDOT:PSS) electron-blocking layer, and holes are blocked from returning to the NC

or aluminum contacts by a large offset between the donor HOMO and acceptor LUMO

levels and contact fermi levels.
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For this study, nanoparticles were synthesized by following the procedure given

by Gur et al [33]. Trioctylphosphine ligands were replaced with pyridine ligands by

stirring the nanocrystals in an excess of pyridine under reflux for twenty-four to forty-

eight hours. If desired, a second ligand exchange was then performed using the same

procedure with an excess of the replacement ligand. The capping ligands used were

pyridine, butylamine, tributylamine, oleic acid, and stearic acid. The nanocrystals were

then dispersed in chloroform, and mixed eight parts CdSe with one part of P3HT by

weight. These mixtures were then diluted to 33mg/ml of nanoparticles and allowed

to stir for at least 48 hours. Devices were prepared on ITO coated glass substrates

purchased from Thin Film Devices Inc. The substrates were first cleaned by sonication

in detergent at 60◦C, deionized water, and ethanol at 40◦C. They were then dried in

a nitrogen stream. PEDOT:PSS was spin-cast onto the substrates at 3000 rpm and

dried under vacuum at 110◦C for an hour. Then CdSe nanoparticle/P3HT blend was

spin-cast at various spin-speeds and dried for another hour under vacuum at 110◦C.

Devices were then encapsulated in a nitrogen glove-box before evaporating 50nm thick

Al back-contacts.

Most of the nanoparticle/polymer blends were dispersed in pure chloroform,

but some devices were made using a blended solvent of chloroform and capping ligand;

this was done to control the aggregation of the nanoparticles. The capping ligand makes

the nanoparticles soluble, and adding capping ligand to the solvent helps make them

more so. [38] The polymer, however, is typically insoluble in the ligand, so a careful

balance must be maintained to achieve proper dispersion. Therefore, concentrations of
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additional ligand were always kept below five percent.

J-V characteristics were measured with a Keithley 2400 Sourcemeter under

AM1.5D (100mW/cm2) simulated by an Oriel model 66902 solar simulator. The light

intensity was calibrated using a NREL certified photodiode prior to each measurement.

After initial testing, films were annealed for various times, typically at 100◦C for thirty

minutes, and tested again. Unless otherwise noted, all figures depict devices after post-

deposition annealing.

3.4 Results/Discussion

Figure 3.3: AFM images and J-V characteristics of NC/P3HT films identical in prepa-
ration except for the NC capping ligand. Ligands used were butylamine (a), stearic
acid (b), oleic acid (c), pyridine (d), and tributylamine(e). Each AFM image is 15µm
square. J-V characteristics of post-production annealed devices. Light currents were
recorded under a simulated AM 1.5D spectrum at 100mW/cm2

While investigating an alternate ligand exchange procedure, Aldakov et. al.

noted that ligand choice affected phase separation [2]. We find the same here, and the

level of phase separation dominated the behavior of these devices. Figure 3.3 shows
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AFM images and J-V characteristics of films prepared under identical conditions, but

made from batches of nanocrystals capped with different capping ligands. The device

short-circuit currents are almost completely explicable in terms of phase-separation.

Since the diffusion length is at most tens of nanometers, these devices will all be limited

by their varying degrees of phase separation. Butylamine provides the best current and

smallest morphology features, followed by oleic acid, and tributylamine. Stearic acid

devices have 10 micron scale structure, but finer structure on a scale of 500nm exists

across the morphology, partially explaining its relatively high performance. The only

film not easily explained by phase separation was pyridine; films made with pyridine

capped nanocrystals were consistently poor performers, with currents far lower than

the phase separation would suggest. In fact, pyridine-capped films were much smoother

than other blended films, suggesting a much lower phase separation, which may explain

the low currents.

The variation in Voc is a bit tougher to explain. Butylamine, tributylamine,

and oleic-acid capped nanocrystals yielded roughly the same Voc, and the low Voc for

pyridine-capped nanocrystals is easily explained by shorting, as those films had the high-

est dark currents. But the anomalously high Voc for the stearic-acid capped nanocrystals

is surprising; those films did exhibit low dark currents, although not as low as the trib-

utylamine films. Whether the tributylamine films could achieve the same Voc by virtue

of their low dark currents, but simply didn’t because the carrier collection was so poor

due to high phase separation is an interesting question.

Nanoparticle synthesis has produced many geometries of nanoparticles, such
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as nanorods [83], tetrapods [84], and hyperbranched CdSe [32]. Photovoltaics based

on these nanoparticles benefit from the varied geometries. CdSe nanorods have better

charge transport than simple dots. Tetrapod and hyperbranched nanocrystals may in-

dividually traverse the thickness of the film, and, at the very least, will have extensions

perpendicular to the substrate, increasing the likelihood of a percolation pathway exist-

ing. This enhances performance by giving electrons a path to the photocathode. Top

efficiencies for CdSe nanorods, tetrapods, and hyperbranched nanocrystals are 2.6% [83],

2.8% [85] and 2.2% [32], respectively. Our films benefit from a similar morphological

advantage due to aggregation; since the aggregate size is often many times larger than

the thickness of the film, these nanoparticle aggregates are likely to span the film in ex-

actly the same manner. Some of the least aggregated of our films have average feature

sizes larger than the film thickness.

Figure 3.4: AFM images and J-V characteristics of CdSe/P3HT blended films. Films
spun from solution containing no ligand(a) were rougher than films spun from solution
with ligand(b). Light currents were recorded under a simulated AM 1.5D spectrum at
100mW/cm2

Previous works [38] used a tailored solvent to encourage less phase seperation;

adding capping ligand to the host solvent makes the nanoparticles more soluble at the
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expense of the polymer’s solubility. This tailored solvent can decrease phase seperation

in the film. Our attempts to improve the morphology/phase seperation in this manner

were partially successful. These films became smoother, suggesting less phase sepera-

tion, and the average feature size decreased, although evidence of aggregation was still

present. Despite the improved morphology, photovoltaic performance decreased as the

shunt resistance dropped. (See figure 3.4.) This is not likely due to additional ligand

trapped in the film, as butylamine’s boiling point is 25◦C below our processing temper-

ature. More likely the original aggregation level was actually beneficial in this film by

providing a percolation pathway in the same way a tetrapod-shaped nanocrystal would

have. The pyridine-capped nanocrystals, which exhibited a similar level of aggregation,

would likewise exhibit poor currents due to incomplete percolation pathways. A higher

loading ratio of CdSe to P3HT may alleviate this problem.

Figure 3.5: J-V characteristics and AFM images of devices made from various batches
of butylamine-capped CdSe NC’s. Filled shapes depict J-V characteristics in the dark,
and empty shapes show J-V characteristics under simulated AM1.5D illumination. Each
image is 15µm square.

Results can vary significantly between batches of nanoparticles, even with the
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same capping-ligand. Each device in figure 3.5 was made from CdSe nanocrystals capped

with butylamine. They were prepared under identical conditions, except for sample (a)1;

the difference amongst these films is their parent batch of nanocrystals. A given batch

of nanocrystals yielded similar film morphologies, but morphologies between batches

varied significantly. This clearly suggests that differences in the nanoparticle solutions

are reponsible for these differences in morphology. The morphological differences result

from differences in ligand exchange efficiency as noted by Sun et al. [84]. The cell

performance correlates very well with the nanoparticle aggregation again.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.6: Operating parameters are shown for butylamine-capped CdSe/P3HT devices
as a function of anneal time. Samples were annealed at 103◦C (triangles), 122◦C (cir-
cles), and 148◦C (squares). This annealing was done after back-contact deposition in a
nitrogen environment. Device parameters were recorded under AM1.5D at 100mW/cm2

Figure 3.6 shows a summary of device photovoltaic parameters as a function of

annealing for butylamine-capped NP devices. At all temperatures, the devices exhibited

a quick spike followed by a modest decline in open-circuit voltage. For the two lower
1This sample was prepared at a higher loading ratio (27:2) and at a higher concentration (74.5

mg/ml).
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temperatures, device parameters increased and stabilized over the course of 30 minutes,

but parameters for devices annealed at 148◦C degenerated. Most notably, the fill-factor

for these devices plummeted to less than 25% within twenty minutes.

Figure 3.7: J-V characteristics of devices annealed for 20-25 minutes at different
temperatures.

Similar studies of annealing thin films of P3HT/PCBM have shown little dif-

ference in overall performance between films annealed once only either before or af-

ter back-contact deposition [51]. Although our samples are processed at 110◦C before

back-contact deposition, they are subsequently exposed to oxygen, which quickly dif-

fuses throughout the active layer [52]. Oxygen dissolved in the film would increase

conductivity through the P3HT directly to the aluminum back contact, providing a

shunt path [1]. Annealing removes this oxygen [56], so the improvement in parameters

is expected.

Annealing at 105◦C and 122◦C serves mostly to remove oxygen from the P3HT,

as can be seen in figure 3.7. The lower conductance, indicated by the lower currents in

reverse bias, show fewer charge carriers as oxygen leaves the film [1]. However, as the
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temperature reaches 148◦C, the reverse bias conductance improves. The fill-factor for

these films dropped with increasing reverse bias conductance. A similar behavior for

ITO/PEDOT-PSS/P3HT/Au devices was observed by Chiguvare [17].

Figure 3.8: JV characteristics of a superior butylamine-capped film. Light currents were
recorded under a simulated AM 1.5D spectrum at 100mW/cm2. This device displayed
1.8% power efficiency.

Superior butylamine-capped devices were made by changing the loading ratio

to twelve parts to one of CdSe nanocrystal to P3HT. These devices were dispersed in

chlorobenzene at a concentration of 60mg/ml of CdSe. The resulting films were 130

nm thick. This procedure yielded devices with 0.55 Voc, 6.9mA/cm2 Jsc, and a 47%

fill-factor. These 1.8% power efficient devices are the best reported to date on CdSe

quantum-dot and P3HT blended films. (See figure 3.8) We note that these devices

have similar morphologies to optimum devices made from P3HT/CdSe nanorod blends.

Furthermore, quantum dot and nanorod devices have very similar power efficiencies

when chloroform is used as the solvent [83] which is known to result in less ordered

polymer morphology. Quantum dots may have comparable efficiencies to quantum

rod devices if a solvent with a higher boiling point was used to improve ordering and

therefore hole transport within the polymer.
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3.5 Conclusion

We have demonstrated that nanoparticle capping ligands, as well as solution

conditions, have a dramatic effect on phase seperation in blended nanocrystal/conjugated

polymer devices. Optimal morphologies achieve a careful balance between the nanopar-

ticle aggregation needed for good charge transport with phase separation needed for

efficient exciton dissociation. Phase separation is heavily influenced by ligand choice,

but inefficiencies in the ligand exchange procedure likely contribute to the final film

morphology, as evidenced by the varied film morphologies resulting from films produced

with different batches of nanocrystals under otherwise identical conditions. A thermal

annealing step at around 110◦C after isolation from atmospheric conditions is critical to

remove oxygen from the P3HT. As has been suggested by other recent work [32], new

methods to control the phase separation dynamics in polymer-nanoparticle blends will

be important to the future viability of this technology.
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Chapter 4

Inorganic Thin-Film

4.1 Sintered nanocrystal films

Nanocrystals are an interesting compromise between organic donor-acceptor

photovoltaics and smooth inorganic thin-film photovoltaics. Nanocrystal films can be

formed without sintering [53], and still maintain their quantum-confined absorption pro-

file, yet exhibit electrical characteristics more akin to photovoltaics formed by smooth,

continuous films. Charge carriers travel by hopping, and mobilities are low [31].

Nanocrystals share so many properties with organic films that the original

report on photovoltaic films from sintered nanocrystals concluded that the films were

donor-acceptor systems [33]. So our goal in this research was two-fold: to determine

the underlying physics of our sintered nanocrystalline films and to optimize processing

parameters for a high efficiency device.

In this study, we examine the optical and electrical properties of sintered pho-
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Figure 4.1: Device structure (a) and energy diagram (b).

tovoltaic CdTe films. Films are fabricated by spin-casting CdTe nanorods onto clean

ITO coated substrates. The resulting film is coated with cadmium chloride (CdCl2),

then sintered at 400◦C. The films are then rinsed in hot water to remove any remaining

cadmium chloride before they are capped with evaporated aluminum. Figure 4.1 shows

the device structure and expected energy structure for sintered CdTe films. Under illu-

mination, electrons are excited and collected at the aluminum contact, while holes are

collected through the ITO.

Figure 4.2: SEM images of CdTe nanorods before (a) and after exposure to CdCl2 vapors
at 400◦C, and optical absorption increase (c). In the Beer-Lambert law(I = I◦e

−α·l),
α is the absorption and the fraction I/I◦ is the absorbance, which is specific to a
given optical path-length l. The calculated absorbance is for the same thickness as our
champion device after accounting for reflection from the back contact.

Figure 4.2 is an SEM micrograph of sintered nanocrystal films constructed
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with (a) and without (b) exposure to CdCl2 vapor. As others [49, 58, 59] have seen,

sintering with CdCl2 vapors resulted in grain growth. Grain growth would improve

transport through our films since grain boundaries act as electrical barriers that carriers

must cross [14]. The final grain size is about an order smaller than those seen with

other deposition technologies such as CSS or PVD, but this is unsurprising as those

technologies deposit CdTe with micron-scale grains before CdCl2 treatement [59].

In addition to grain growth, an overall increase in optical absorption was ob-

served, as illustrated in figure 4.2c. Although many other studies note increased ab-

sorption near the band edge [49, 58], none to our knowledge have measured absorption

in CdTe throughout the visible spectrum. If the absorption change in our films is due

primarily to the morphological change from nano-scale grains to micro-scale grains, this

would have no implications for CdTe films deposited by other technologies since those

films have micro-scale grains before CdCl2 treatement. If, however, the absorption im-

provement is due to a change of trap distribution, or due to an increase of average

monocrystalline domain size, CdS/CdTe photovoltaics should also have enhanced ab-

sorption with CdCl2 treatment. This would improve device efficiency across the visible

spectrum with slightly more improvement in the red. Although CdTe can absorb all

light in its bandwith within a micron or so, full absorption does not occur on the scale of

the minority carrier diffusion length [90], and electrons absorbed far from the CdS/CdTe

interface are more likely to recombine in p-type CdTe than those collected close to the

interface. Increasing the optical density of CdTe should increase collection of these car-

riers by shortening the distance they must travel. This sort of EQE enhancement has
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been observed by Moutinho et. al. [71], but whether those results are due to enhanced

optical absorption would require careful numerical analysis.

Schulmeyer et al. [75] found that over-treating CdTe CSS films resulted in

device shunting; our films also shunt when overtreated. SEM images reveal pores dis-

tributed throughout the sintered film, so pinholes are an obvious mechanism for shunt-

ing(see figure 4.2b), although long treatment times should result in larger grains [27], so

it isn’t clear whether short treatment or long treatment would result in more pinholes.

Images of overtreated film temperature under bias reveal no large, localized temperature

variations, so if pinholes form, they would need to be plentiful, and should have been

detected under AFM. Therefore we do not believe shunting to be caused by pinholes.

The shunting could also be due to a conducting layer of film that forms along

grain boundaries during treatment, however. Surface oxides are found in CdTe films

after CdCl2 treatment under even the most careful conditions [63, 75]. Our CdCl2

activations step is carried out in air, as is typical for CdTe films, so such an oxide layer

will inevitably form. The only question is the chemistry, morphology, and effect of this

oxide layer.

Several studies [26, 44, 57, 63] have been done to find the effects of the CdCl2

treatment in the presence and absence of oxygen. Niles et. al. [63] used X-ray pho-

toelectron spectroscopy to examine the surface of CdCl2 activated CdTe films. In the

presence and absence of oxygen, they found similar concentrations of surface oxygen,

and concluded that CdO had formed. CdO is a transparent conductor [34]. Given the

large number of voids in our films, if such a conducting layer can form, it’s surprising
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working devices could be produced at all. Even in films without voids, diffusion along

grain boundaries would provide a means for a conducting oxide to form between the

anode and cathode, but the process would be much faster in our porous ultra-thin films,

as is evidenced by our five-minute sintering time.

Cadmium metal could also be responsible for this shunting; although nanocrys-

tals are highly crystalline, their stoichiometries can vary significantly from monocrys-

talline values because of the large number of surface ions [39]. Excess cadmium at the

surface may migrate as an impurity to grain boundaries and provide another means

to short devices; the resitivity of cadmium is only four times larger than copper. The

mechanism by which these films short is of supreme interest to our group and is currently

under investigation.

CdTe can be doped either n-type or p-type [95], and its doping sign can switch

during processing [7], so the sign of the majority carriers is not obvious. CdS/CdTe

devices employ p-type CdTe, but n-type CdTe can certainly be deposited [7]. The

dopants present, however, suggest that our films are p-type. Studies of ligand exchange

efficiencies [3,13,46,93] consistently reveal exchange efficiencies of 90% or less. Assuming

only 30% ligand coverage of surface ions as estimated by Kuno et al [46], and given that

roughly one in five ions is a surface ion given a 6nm radius [82], the sintered nanocrystal

film will still have a phosphorous content on the order of 1020cm−3. Phosphorous is an

effective p-dopant for CdTe [35,95], but high levels of p-dopants are compensated, and

the highest p-dopant level achieved for CdTe is currently 2.8 · 1017cm−3, achieved with

a P content of 2 · 1019cm−3 [35].
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X-ray fluorescence measurements of our films revealed an obvious phosphorous

peak, but we have not determined quantitatively the amount of phosphorous in our

films. We believe this phosphorous is from unexchanged TOPO ligands used to initially

cap the nanocrystals. Other contaminants could also exist in our film that can also

act as dopants; carbon, and oxygen from burnt ligands, nitrogen, and every native

defect possible could exist in concentrations similar to our phosphorous concentration.

However, phosphorous ions on tellurium sites are particularly effective p-dopants [95],

and recrystallization should reduce native defects by orders of magnitude(see figure 4.2a

and b). So we assume that our CdTe films are p-type, with many more phosphorous

ions than holes.

Having formed some picture of the morphology, composition and absorbance

of these devices, it is important to determine what physics generated the photoaction.

The obvious mechanism is a schottky-barrier formed at the CdTe/Al interface: schottky

because there is a single semiconductor present, and CdTe/Al interface because the

band-bending should be largest at that interface given the work-functions of ITO and Al.

It is possible to imagine a p-n junction through some spacially dependent doping-profile

formed during the sintering process; the introduction of indium, a CdTe n-dopant [95],

through the front contact could result in a p-n junction in our films. Indium will

diffuse through CdTe at our processing temperatures [26], but this would result in the

aluminum back-contact extracting holes, as the n-type region of CdTe would contact

the ITO. So this mechanism can be ruled out. CdTe films are exposed to chlorine, a

deep n-type dopant [95], but the distribution of chlorine after sintering is not spacially
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dependent [26], and the primary expected result of adding chlorine to a CdTe film is to

improve p-doping through co-doping [95]. Aluminum is also a CdTe n-dopant, so the

proper polarity doping profile could be obtained by diffusion of the Al from the back

contact into the film. Since we were able to construct similar devices using Al or Ca/Al

contacts, this mechanism isn’t likely. Moreover, we do not use an annealing step after

back-contact deposition. Any such n-doped region should be confined to a very small

volume near the back contact, in which case it would be difficult to distinguish from a

Schottky diode.

Even a donor-acceptor mechanism can be envisioned by some n-type surface

oxide coating the grains and providing the acceptor phase. Donor-acceptor photovoltaics

rely upon an interpenetrating network of hole and electron transporters which conduct

their charge carriers to their respective electrodes [89]. These interpenetrating networks

must be carefully engineered to match the exciton diffusion length so that charge car-

riers can split into their respective phases; typically, these carriers are limited by low

mobilities. CdTe has high mobilities for electrons and holes alike [91], and would read-

ily conduct both charge carriers. CdO is an n-type “semiconductor”, but with carrier

concentrations of 1020cm−3 from intrinsic defects [34], its behavior is metallic, and its

formation would be undesirable according to our observations.

Figure 4.3 shows current-voltage characteristics for a champion device (a and

b) and our measured external quantum efficiency(c), corrected to be self-consistent with

our measured short circuit current. I-V characteristics were measured under simulated

AM1.5G 100 mW cm−2 conditions. Our resulting power efficiency is 5.3%, and we
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predict 5.0% efficiency after correcting for spectral mismatch. Also shown in figure

4.3c is absorptance calculated for this thickness of CdTe using a different sample and

the Beer-Lambert law, I = I◦e
−αl. Near the band-edge, to within experimental error,

the internal quantum efficiency approaches unity. This particular CdTe device had a

thickness of 360nm–about 10% of the material used in more established CdTe deposition

techniques, and without depositing any CdS.

I-V curves displayed two characteristics: current roll-over above Voc and a dark

current several orders of magnitude lower than the light current. The extremely low dark

currents suggest that the films had low carrier concentrations in the dark. Chakrabarti

et. al. also showed that tunneling barriers at grain boundaries are larger and wider

in the dark than in the light, further impeding current [14]. The roll-over at forward

bias indicates non-ohmic contact between the ITO and CdTe. Shorter wavelengths are

collected with slightly less efficiency; the charges excited close to the ITO are less likely

to reach an electrode. The champion device in figure 4.3 had a thickness of 360nm; this

is on the order of the minority carrier diffusion length [90], so a free electron collected

near the ITO would have some hope of reaching the photoanode.

Internal quantum efficiency measurements provide a means to asses the posi-

tion of our rectifying barrier. Since the optical density is higher at blue wavelengths

than red, on the average, blue light will be absorbed closer to the ITO than red light.

External quantum efficiency measurements over a variety of thicknesses reveal that, as

devices become thicker, their current under blue illumination decreases. (See figure 4.4.)

This suggests that our back-contact is responsible for the photo-action; minority carriers
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Figure 4.3: I-V characteristics on linear (a) and semilog (b) scales, and self-consistent
external-quantum efficiency and calculated absorptance curves(c). Light characteristics
were measured under simulated AM1.5G 100 mW cm−2 conditions. Photovoltaic pa-
rameters are as follows: Jsc 21.6mAcm−2, Voc 540 mV, fill-factor 45.5%, PCE 5.3%.
Adjusted for spectral mismatch, short-circuit density would be 20.4mAcm−2, and PCE
would be 5.0%.

excited far from their electrode will be more likely to recombine. The external quantum

efficiency curves in figure 4.4 are inconsistent with figure 4.3(c), but some absorbance

variation in this material is expected, as CdTe forms oxides that are highly transmissive

at visible wavelengths [34], so varying concentrations of oxygen in the film would result

in lower optical density.

J◦ = A∗∗T 2e−qφbeff/kBT describes the expected current from thermionic em-

mission [69], where J◦ is the reverse saturation current density, A∗∗ is the effective

Richardson constant, and φbeff is the effective barrier height. A bit of algebra yields

ln(
J◦
T 2

) = ln(A∗∗) +
−qφbeff
kBT

By plotting ln( J◦
T 2 ) against 1

T , φbeff can be determined. Figure 4.5 shows the tem-

perature dependence of our devices. The temperature dependence suggests thermionic

emmission with a barrier height of 800meV ±50, well-matched to our expected value [86].
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Figure 4.4: External quantum efficiencies for various thicknesses of CdTe layer. Recom-
bination in the blue indicates back-contact band bending.

Figure 4.5: Arrhenius plot (a) and capacitance-voltage measurements (b) of photovoltaic
CdTe films. Both of these measurements suggest Schottky barrier formation.

Additionally, capacitance-voltage measurements suggest a Schottky barrier.

As the reverse bias voltage extends the depletion region, capacitance drops, described

by C = A(εε◦Nd/2)1/2(V −φbeff − kBT
q )−1/2 [10]. A is the device area, V is the reverse-

bias voltage. kBT
q can be ignored at room temperature as it is much smaller than Vbi.

A good linear fit can be made to

A2

C2
=
εε◦Nd

2
(V − φbeff )
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Deep traps, surface states, and non-ohmic contacts make C-V profiling quantitatively

challenging on CdTe [21, 61], but our measured profile does match the expected linear

dependence of C−2 on V in reverse bias and yields quantitatively reasonable numbers

(around 7 · 1016cm−3), again suggesting a Schottky barrier.

4.2 Conclusion

To summarize, we have fabricated photovoltaic devices from CdTe nanocrystals

with only a single layer of semiconducter. These films act as schottky diodes with non-

ohmic contacts on heavily compensated p-type CdTe. These films are only 360nm thick,

but have short-circuit current densities comparable to much thicker CdTe films, and have

demonstrated a power conversion efficiency of over 5%. By studying ultra-thin layers of

CdTe, we have observed increased optical absorption throughout the visible spectrum

after treatment with CdCl2 vapor, and have presented evidence for an undesirable film–

either CdO or Cd–that forms simultaneously with CdCl2 treatment. This increased

absorption could help explain the current improvements to CdS/CdTe films, as the

optical absorption length in CdTe is larger than the minority carrier diffusion length.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

We have shown, either through simulation or actual experimental devices, three

means to achieve solar power via very low cost techniques. For the case of luminescent

solar concentrators, highly photoluminescent materials with emission in the near-IR

must be used. Assuming no significant transmissive losses other than those due to

reabsorption, we have shown that LSC should provide an affordable route to solar

energy given desireable but realistic material properties.

For blended CdSe nanocrystal/P3HT thin films, we have shown that the mor-

phology depends mostly upon material preparation and device processing, and that

the phase seperation is dominated by the nanocrystal ligand population, including un-

exchanged ligands from the initial TOPO capping. Controlling this morphology is

expected to be quite challenging, and, given the limits for BHJ solar cells due to the

exciton diffusion length, required film thickness for good spectral absorption, and typi-

cal large-scale phase separation, this technology will be difficult to develop into a viable
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commercial option using CdSe nanodots. Branched CdSe nanocrystals or other means

of ensuring good percolation pathways throughout the film bulk should produce much

faster progress.

For the case of sintered CdTe nanocrystals, we have shown that the finished

film behavior is that of a traditional inorganic Schottky diode, not a donor-acceptor

film as previously believed. We have shown improved optical density accompanying the

grain growth that occurs with high temperature exposure to CdCl2, providing an addi-

tional mechanism for improvement in our films and the established CdS/CdTe solar cell

films. We’ve also shown evidence for a conducting layer formed at the grain boundaries,

probably due to excess cadmium. Power efficiencies above 5% have been demonstrated

using only a single layer of sintered nanocrystals.
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Appendix A

Optical techniques

A.1 Monochromator Calibration

This section is included for practical reasons. The monochromator is a simple

instrument, but it isn’t difficult to misalign a slit or ignore a secondary peak and make

flawed measurements. For this reason, it’s important to check the spectrum and intensity

leaving the monochromator before making a measurement.

Figure A.1 shows a basic monochromator. White light shines in through the

slit on the left, reflects off a mirror and onto a diffraction grating. The diffraction

grating spreads the beam into it’s various components, which reflect off a second mirror

and out through a second slit.

Ideally, the outgoing light will be a delta-function in wavelength—infinitely in-

tense and infinitely narrow. Obviously it won’t be. For a real setup, compromises must

be made. As the slits become narrower, the spectrum allowed to exit the monochro-
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Figure A.1: A simplified monochromator schematic. Most real monochromators include
additional mirrors to increase the light path length, and filters to eliminate secondary
peaks, shown as thin lines.

mator will become narrower. But, simultaneously, less light is being admitted into

the monochromator, so the resulting spectrum becomes less intense, and the resulting

signal-to-noise ratio will decrease. Larger slits can be used to boost the intensity, but

the spectrum exiting the monochromator becomes broader.

For this monochromator, there is no mechanism to ensure that the desired

wavelength is actually being emitted at the other end. The monochromter receives a

request from a computer to emit a certain wavelength of light and rotates the diffraction

grating to whichever angle should result in that wavelength. But the emitted wavelength

depends not only on the position of the diffraction grating, but the position of the slits

and the alignment of the incoming light. The calibration must be done by the user, and

there are essentially two methods.
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The first method is to connect the monochromator to the spectrometer, request

a specific wavelength, and then adjust the slits until the resulting spectrum has as much

intensity as possible at the appropriate wavelength. For a good monochromator, the

incoming slit should first be adjusted to maximize the intensity, then the outgoing slit

can be adjusted to select the appropriate wavelength. However, if the requested and

emitted wavelengths are different enough, the slit position for peak intensity at the

desired wavelength may not coincide with the initial wavelength’s peak intensity. So

the best technique the author has found to maximize the monochromator intensity at a

specific wavelength is simply to fiddle with the slit positions while watching the output

spectrum.

The first method has the advantage of being intuitive, but the emitted light

may not be at the peak intensity. This second method corrects this. Instead of forcing

the monochromator to emit a spectrum at the requested wavelength, we can adjust the

data to match the monochromator. To do this, the user first measures the spectrum

using the spectrometer, as before, and adjusts the slit positions. However, instead of

setting the emitted spectrum to the requested wavelength, this time the user adjusts the

slits only to maximize intensity with no regard for wavelength. The resulting spectrum

will then have some offset between the requested and resulting wavelength. This offset

should be much smaller than the wavelength, and approximately constant throughout

the range of measurement. The offset can then either be added to the wavelength request

in the software or manually subtracted from the raw data by the user. This technique

allows the monochromator to emit the highest intensity with almost no disadvantage.
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Care must be taken to filter out secondary peaks. Longpass or bandpass optical

filters should be used appropriately to ensure that only primary peaks are transmitted.

Since we are interested only in visible and infrared light, no more than two longpass

filters should be necessary. With proper insertion of one longpass with a 700nm cutoff,

and a 1400nm cutoff longpass, secondary peaks can be eliminated out to 2800nm, which

have less than 1
2eV of energy, and are not useful photons for most solar cells.

A.2 Measuring External Quantum Efficiency

External quantum efficiency (EQE) is the fraction of electrons collected per

incident photon, or

EQE ≡ #electrons

photon
(λ)

The EQE will merely follow the contour of the absorption spectrum if absorp-

tion is poor or if collection is limited to a narrow depletion region at the front of the

device. For good transport and good optical absorption, the EQE spectrum should be

more or less flat, only following absorption at the band edge.

Measuring EQE is a two step process. Rather than integrating the monochro-

mator spectrum at every datapoint to count the total number of photons, we will mea-

sure a current and compare it to current read from a reference solar cell whose EQE is

known. At a given wavelength, current will be given by

Jexp(λ) = Φ(λ) · EQEexp

We could write a similar equation for our reference cell. Φ(λ) is the incident
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photon flux density from the light source. If we use the same source intensity for the

two cells, we can write

EQEexp
Jexp

(λ)(λ) =
EQEref
Jref

(λ)

The experimental EQE can readily be found from this.

This measurement is not foolproof, however. Because the excitation spec-

trum is so narrow, the photocurrents measured are often quite small—perhaps a few

microamps. Source-meters sometimes have trouble finding a true zero-bias, and of-

ten some DC current can be observed at supposed zero-bias. If a device has a small

Rshunt, this zero-bias current can be of the same order as the photocurrent excited by

the monochromator. To extract a meaningful calculation of EQE, one should subtract

this zero-bias current. The value of this current is best found by examining a region of

Jexp(λ) where there is essentially no light intensity.

A.2.1 Counting Photons

Frequently the “self-consistent” EQE is reported. There should be little differ-

ence between the initially measured and self-consistent EQE, but calculating currents

from an EQE spectrum is a useful tool for checking light intensities, calculating max-

imum possible currents, and computer simulation. So the calculation is included here.

Taking equation A.2 one step further,

Jsc = C ·
∫
EQE(λ) · Φ(λ) · qdλ

C is a constant representing either an error between the measured Jsc and
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EQE, or some device degradation that has occurred between the two measurements,

and q is the fundamental charge. C can then be used to ensure that reported Jsc and

EQE are self-consistent.

This calculation is much more versatile, however, because it is very simple.

Using a known EQE spectrum, one can calculate the current expected from a true

AM1.5G spectrum to predict the mismatch between the simulated spectrum and ac-

cepted standard. Alternatively, this can be used to ensure that simulated light intensity

is similar to AM1.5G for initial light-source calibration.

A.3 Measuring Fluorescence Quantum Yield

The most dominant photon loss mechanism for the materials used in our lu-

minescent solar concentrators (LSC’s) was a failure of the absorber to fluoresce. An

excited electron is not guaranteed to emit a photon; non-radiative paths are available to

the electron to reach the valence band again [45]. If fluorescence is the fastest available

path, fluorescence will dominate and the fluorescence quantum yield (φf ) will be near

unity. If a non-radiative path is faster, then the material will fluoresce poorly, and the

φf will be near zero. Many “fluorescent” absorbers are much closer the second extreme

than the first, and many good fluorescent materials have φf significantly less than unity.

Measuring φf is non-trivial. To measure φf directly, one must account for

every photon. To do this precisely is a science in itself. However, if one is willing to

simply compare the intensity of emission to a standard, and assume that the standard’s
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fluorescence is equal to established values, the measurement can be greatly simplified.

The simplified measurement only requires a spectrometer and an excitation source.

So, to measure φf , we need to measure fluorescence from a standard and our

material of interest. φf is defined as

φf ≡
photons emitted
photons absorbed

The absorber of interest (and standard) should be dissolved in a solution dilute

enough that the maximum absorptance over the optical path length is around 5%.

Typically this measurement is done in an optical cuvette, so the path length is 1 cm.

If the absorber is too optically dense, significant numbers of emitted photons will be

reabsorbed, the emission curve will redshifted, and the resulting φf value will be reduced.

Absorptance (A) is derived from Beer-Lambert as A = 1 − expαMl. The number of

absorbed photons will be proportional to

photonsabs ∝
∫
A(λ) · Iex(λ)dλ

where Iex represents excitation source intensity. Similarly, photons emitted

will be proportional to

photonsem ∝
∫
Iem(λ)
n2
slvnt

dλ

n2
slvnt enters this relation because light intensity will be reduced by 1

n2 when a

source originating in a medium is observed from outside that medium [48]. This should

be a small correction, as indices for most solvents are somewhere between 1.4–1.5.
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Since some proportionality constant of geometric origin remains unknown, the

φf will be measured relative to our known fluorescence standard, φr. Absorptance and

emission spectra must therefore also be measured for this reference material. This gives

φf =
(
n2·

∫
Iem(λ)dλ∫

A(λ)·Iex(λ)dλ
)

(
n2

R·
∫
IRem(λ)dλ∫

AR(λ)·Iex(λ)dλ
)
· φr

This measurement is a bit crude, as the low optical density can be a challenge

to control and the φf can only be as accurate as the standard. But this technique is

much easier than the alternative of counting photons directly, and can thus be done

much more quickly and without specialized equipment.
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Appendix B

Monte-Carlo Simulation

B.1 Random Generation of a Spectrum

Here, “random generation” is selecting a single wavelength from a pre-defined

distribution of wavelengths–the solar spectrum, for example. This is readily accom-

plished with two random numbers. The example below is coded in C; spectrum is an

array containing emission coefficients. This array has been normalized such that it’s

largest value is one. wavelement is the candidate wavelength.

#define DRAN( X ) ((double)rand()/(((double)RAND_MAX+1)/(X)))
/*DRAN returns a double in the range [0:X)*/

...
//(in Main)
do {wavelement=(int)DRAN(wavrange);}
while (DRAN(1)>spectrum[wavelement]);
/*actual wavelength will be wavelement + the wavelength of
the 0th element in spectrum*/
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This simple procedure will reproduce the spectral outline of the array provided it is

repeated sufficiently. This is the most straightforward method for generating a given

spectrum, but it will be near-optimal for broad spectra without high spikes.

B.2 Generating random points on a unit sphere

Choosing a random direction for emission is a spherically symmetric problem,

so the natural coordinate system will be spherical. Instead of envisioning randomly

distributed vectors, it may be more intuitive to picture dots randomly placed on a unit

sphere. Some care must be taken when randomly selecting θ. The surface area of a unit

sphere, or solid angle, is given by

∫
sin(θ)dθ

∫
dφ = (cos(θ1)− cos(θ2))∆φ

To be an even distribution on the unit sphere, the dot-free solid angle empty

around each dot should have no spacial dependence. If random directions are chosen

using a flat distribution in θ, dots will be very close together near the z-axis and far

apart near the θ = 90◦ plane. (cos(θ1) − cos(θ2) be very small for small θ, so little

area will result, meaning little area between dots.) Equal steps in solid angle require

equal steps in cos(θ), so a random number chosen by the computer should be assigned

as cos(θ). A flat distribution in φ will produce the correct spacial distribution of points.
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